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Executive Summary
Evidence is one of the key elements of an accountable system. It provides the basis for users’ trust and
as a result influences the likelihood that users would be willing to use the system. The evidence
framework consists of a set of mechanisms for extracting evidence in typical scenarios encountered in
cloud services. The approach is focused on continuous monitoring of predefined activities, recording
necessary data, and further automated analysis to complete the extraction process. These steps build
upon rules and obligations defined in WP C-4 and B-3, and the conceptual architecture defined in WP
C-2. Outcomes of the framework of evidence are then utilized e.g., to create basis for metrics in WP C5.
The guiding principles for the A4Cloud Framework of Evidence are:
1. Enabling third party audits with privacy preservation (to support auditors and government entities)
2. Lightweight design (to enable efficient implementation)
3. Time and context anchoring of the logs and other elements of evidence (to support non-repudiation
and trust)
4. Tracking location of data and performed operations (to support attributability)
Based on the existing literature and work performed in the project we have defined Accountability
Evidence as a collection of data, metadata, routine information and formal operations performed on
data and metadata, which provide attributable and verifiable account of the fulfilment of relevant
obligations with respect to the service and that can be used to convince a third party of the veracious
(or not) functioning of an observable system.
The Framework of Evidence follows a scheme of five general steps:
1. Plan ahead the monitoring of events that relate to accountability and supporting sources;
2. Collect a predefined description of events, and map demonstrative elements that provide support;
3. Assemble the elements in an evidence records, referencing the supporting elements;
4. Timestamp the records by a trusted service, guaranteeing its origin and integrity;
5. Securely save the record within the cloud service provider.
The event’s records shall constitute accountability evidence, and may be made available to related
stakeholders (as Data Subjects relative to their data processing), auditors and regulators. The elements
in the system providing the support of the observed actions will not be stored with the record, but merely
referred by location and a cryptographic digest, avoiding large amounts of duplicate data. The linked
reference between records is made with aggregation of a timestamp, identification of the entity compiling
the record, and the hash of the record itself. A secret salt (known only by the service provider) may also
be included in the hashing process, intended to compromise brute-force attacks attempting to determine
the records’ contents. The linking process is complete by including the previous reference in the chain.
An evidence analyser performs validation relating and comparing elements from both records and
policies. Elements expressed in the policies define the agreed obligations, authorizations and access
rules. The appropriate values present in the evidence will be considered, and the actions and operations
matched against corresponding policy obligations.
The framework of evidence relies on the existence of monitoring and logging components in cloud
systems, and in A4Cloud tools as the Automated Audit System, AAS, as the main extraction mechanism
of evidence elements. At the same time Framework of Evidence is the basis for AAS.
This deliverable is an updated version of DC-8.1 Framework of Evidence. Major developments have
been made in terms of formalization of evidence processing and verification. We propose a platformagnostic automated approach for verification and present a reference implementation in Prolog. This is
consistent with the A4Cloud-specific tool implementation – AAS and TL (Transparency Log).
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1

Introduction

A growing interest in developing accountability for distributed computing, and particularly for services
and business practices in the cloud and other Internet services, introduces new challenges and the need
for new approaches to control and monitor digital systems.
The work in accountability of digital systems addresses several major trends in cloud services. There is
an increasing quantity of data captured, stored and processed to provide additional services. Users
become increasingly dependent on cloud services where they have little to no control over data
processing routines, sometimes with and sometimes without being aware of consequences and
solutions to the problem of the stewardship of their data, or how challenging it might be to regain some
control over its processing.
Accountability of cloud systems becomes a critical prerequisite to ensure an acceptable level of control
over data in such services through the combination of socio-economic, legal, regulatory, and technical
approaches (Pearson et al. 2012). It provides the basis for users’ trust and, as a result, influences the
likelihood that users would be willing to use the service.
Lack of mechanisms to verify, in real time, the security features implemented by cloud providers, and
lack of auditability in real time or near real time are some of the major obstacles for large scale adoption
of cloud computing (“Trend Report: Top Trends 2012-2013 - 70516” 2013; Park et al. 2012).
Accountability for Cloud and other future Internet Services (Pearson et al. 2012) lists the objectives
proposed by the A4Cloud project to address this challenge, including accountability monitoring
solutions, capable of gathering trustworthy evidence to provide predictive assurance of compliance and
notification of significant events:
“A system for Evidence Collection that captures, integrates and processes the information including
logs, policies and context in a way that preserves privacy and confidentiality, and supports audit and
attribution”
Three types of mechanisms are necessary to achieve accountability: preventive, detective and
corrective. Inter-disciplinary design within an accountability framework and potential uses by the
different cloud actors are proposed and detailed in the A4Cloud Conceptual Framework (Felici and
Pearson 2014). Evidence is one of the key elements of an accountable system, central to the detective
mechanism and auxiliary to preventive and corrective mechanisms.
Accountability is a planned process. Evidence must be defined upfront, for collection and for verification
purposes, and based on a carefully designed framework, defining elements to collect while in operation,
sources and procedures for this collection, and secure mechanisms for transport and storage. For
support of services’ account, evidence should be available at any time or stage of the service delivery.
This permits a much wider spectrum of actions and shorter reaction time. The gathered evidence can
be used to provide arguments that policies, norms and regulations were complied with, or to show that
they were not. From this perspective it can be argued that for accountability of cloud services, evidence
becomes equally important as a fundamental element in any preventive, and any corrective mechanism.
These considerations also lead to an account-oriented definition of evidence, which can be designated
as accountability evidence.
The A4Cloud Conceptual Framework recommends that evidence collection and verification happen
across different layers of the organizations, involving the operational level, mechanisms and IT controls,
and at higher-level organizational policies. Evidence for the accountability of services must provide
elements and support to the different layers of the services’ composition. As suggested, necessary
evidence must be gathered that enables verification of:
policy compliance, according to the definition of the services and agreed contracts,
information about the mechanisms and procedures implemented, and
operational information, with a dominant emphasis on the detection of privacy and security
breaches.
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It is important to note that accountability does not replace or directly contain digital forensics; however,
there is an important body of knowledge available in the forensics field particularly to help defining
convincing and trustworthy evidence elements for particular scenarios. Forensics can further enhance
evidence in the case of non-compliance detection or litigation processes, after the event has already
happened, and additional evidence is required.
1.1

Purpose

The evidence framework consists of a set of mechanisms to gather, evaluate, and present evidence in
typical scenarios encountered in cloud services. The approach is focused on continuous monitoring of
predefined activities, in particular those that reflect the services’ needs for accountability provisioning,
recording necessary data, and further analysis to complete the verification process. These steps build
upon rules and obligations defined in WP C-4 and B-3, and the conceptual framework defined in WP C2. Outcomes of the framework of evidence are then utilized, e.g., to quantify metrics defined in WP C5, or support demonstration of accounts as described in the general architecture framework elaborated
in WP C-2.
It is of course impossible to cover all possible scenarios in the diversity of cloud models and services.
The scenarios included in the previous deliverable were based on the use cases developed by WP B-3
and the analysis performed earlier in WP C-8 in tasks T:C-8.1 and T:C-8.2. These were used to identify
possible sources of evidence. Examples are: real-time logging data, information about system
configuration (in particular, information concerning security mechanisms such as access control, key
management, among others), certification and seals demonstrating that specific measures and practices
are in place (e.g. updated security software and hardware solutions, staff’s training certificates), and
others providing different types of evidence.
The main purpose of the framework of evidence is to identify and enumerate the necessary elements to
support verification and assurance of cloud services, reflecting the account’s need of demonstration;
describing the steps in the different processes involved in the acquisition, transport and storage of those
elements, and required measures and mechanisms to provide sound and trustworthy evidence.
Inevitably, the complexity and nature of the cloud, requires applicability and support to automation of
processes, extensible to all phases of the framework, from collection, secure transport and storage, until
auditing and presentation.
Cloud providers collecting and storing evidence must be accountable on how this procedures are
performed, since it is a form of digital evidence and comprises methods of public verification of
provenance, authenticity and non-repudiation, and integrity checks. In order to be sound and
trustworthy, any element used as evidence must have its origin, transport, and storage traceable in time
to its responsible, collecting agent, and a full account available of any posterior processing, including
security procedures with storage.
This document is organized as follows. Section 2, Evidence for Accountability in the Cloud describes
the context of accountability in cloud services and the pertinence of evidence collection for verification
and assurance. We refer to existent solutions, relate to the A4Cloud model for accountability, and
propose a definition of accountability evidence. Section 3, Requirements of The Framework of Evidence,
defines the attributes required for providing accountability for the evidence itself, and we elicit the
general requirements for the framework of evidence. Section 4, Framework of Evidence introduces and
describe our proposed framework of evidence, including a format for mapping evidence and
accountability policies, cryptographic proofs as an example of computed evidence for, e.g., proof of
retrievability, and consideration relatively to secure transport and storage of evidence collections.
Section 5, Auditing and Automation, introduces the concept of automated audit process and the relations
to the framework, including a format for notifications of policy violations, and applications to the
Wearable use case, presented in the A4Cloud project, D47.1 (Tountopoulos 2015). Section 6, Evidence
Processing and Verification, details the processing of collected evidence for verification, and we
introduce a formalism for verification, that enables automation of the evaluation of evidence for
compliance with accountability policies. Section 7, Towards the Wearable Service Use Case,
contextualize evidence and automation of the framework within the use case under development. We
finalize with section 8, Conclusions.
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1.2

Glossary of Acronyms / Abbreviations

AAL
AAS
A-PPL
A-PPLE
CSP
DEB
DTMT
FoE
IaaS
PaaS
PET
POR
SaaS
SLA
SIEM
TL
XACML

2

Abstract Accountability Language
Audit Agent System
Accountable PPL Language
A-PPL Engine
Cloud Service Provider
Digital Evidence Bag
Data Transfer Monitoring Tool
Framework of Evidence
Infrastructure as a Service
Platform as a Service
Privacy Enhancing Technologies
Proof of Retrievability
Software as a Service
Service Level Agreement
Security and Event Management
Transparency Log
Extensible Access Control Mark-up Language

Evidence for Accountability in the Cloud

This section introduces chains of evidence and evidence practices in terms of organizational practices.
In particular it discusses three main perspectives, i.e., evidence as supporting risk management and
governance, evidence in the cloud, and evidence practices. From a technical viewpoint, evidence is
considered among the three fundamental capabilities of an accountable system (Castelluccia et al.
2011):





Validation: “It allows users, operators and third parties to verify a posteriori if the system has
performed a data processing task as expected”
Attribution: “In case of a deviation from the expected behaviour (fault), it reveals which
component is responsible”
Evidence: “It produces evidence that can be used to convince a third party that a fault has or
has not occurred”.

The first two capabilities relate directly to the accountability attributes (Felici and Pearson 2014) of
responsibility and verifiability. The third capability of evidence is the combined result of verifiability
(what can be monitored), transparency (what would be shared about what is happening with the data),
responsiveness (when evidence needs to be produced in order to accommodate queries by
stakeholders) and the attributes of appropriateness and effectiveness that assess whether or not
specific measures are suitable to the context and proportionate to emerging threats. This section
highlights how evidence is part of accountability governance. That is, the provision of evidence
characterizes an accountability-based approach. It discusses three main perspectives of evidence. The
first one is concerned with evidence as supporting assurance within enterprise information risk
management. The second perspective is concerned with the problem of gathering evidence in cloud
ecosystems. In particular, it discusses practical issues of collecting evidence across cloud supply chains
and multi-tenant domains. We then review a framework of evidence for accountability. This section
therefore considers the provision of evidence as part of the account.

2.1

Gathering Evidence

Evidence gathering is just one aspect of managing risk. Within organizational risk management
processes, security and privacy policies are translated into implementable solutions that make use of
specific mechanisms (e.g. security controls) in order to monitor operationally the implementation of such
policies. Any policy violation detected is then assessed as part of risk management. Therefore, the
gathering of evidence is critical for several reasons. First, evidence gathering would reflect
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organizational policies as they are implemented by means of specific mechanisms, for instance, such
as security controls. Second, evidence gathering will inform organizational risk management. The
gathering of evidence then is critical for mitigating operational risks, supporting information sharing and
building trustworthiness. From a practical viewpoint, it is therefore necessary to clearly define what
evidence to gather and what information that should be shared. Related to the latter, one must
distinguish between source information (i.e. raw evidence data) and derived information (i.e. the
interpretation of the raw evidence data) and to what extent each type of information could be shared
with whom. In some cases, sharing information can reveal vulnerabilities that then can be exploited.
This is also relevant in the case of supply chain risk management (Boyens et al. 2013). In a cloud supply
chain, the problem of gathering evidence becomes more complex (than gathering and sharing evidence
within a single organization). First of all, most of the mechanisms deployed across supply chains belong
to different organizations with different access rights. Therefore, monitoring and gathering evidence
would be constrained by many proprietary, contractual and legal aspects of cloud supply chains - for
instance, cloud providers’ own resources and services that are offered to and managed on behalf of
cloud customers. Therefore, despite the fact that cloud providers might own resources and services,
they nevertheless might be limited in what they can actually monitor and collect as evidence. Vice versa,
in some cases cloud providers might manage proprietary resources and services that belong to cloud
customers (this could be the case of Private Clouds). Another practical problem in a cloud supply chain
is due to multi-tenancy. The gathering of evidence in a multi-tenancy context might be concerned with
confidential information of neighbour tenants. This gives rise to many security and privacy concerns with
cloud services. Therefore, the gathering of evidence in a cloud supply chain faces different operational
issues that need to be addressed in order to effectively support risk management as well as trustworthy
cloud. Having a well-defined framework of evidence is accordingly the first step towards gathering
evidence supporting accountability in cloud service supply chains.
Note that the gathering of evidence can be analysed from three main viewpoints (Ruan et al. 2011):
legal, organizational and technical. The legal perspective of gathering evidence deals mostly with multijurisdiction, multi-tenancy, multi-ownership and Service Level Agreements. Technical aspects of
evidence encompass the procedures and tools that are needed to gather evidence in a cloud computing
environment. Organizational aspects of evidence involve at least two entities: the cloud service provider
and the cloud customer. However, the complexity (e.g. segregation of duties, collaborations, policies,
etc.) increases when a cloud service provider outsources services to third parties. This section is mainly
concerned with the organizational and technical perspective; the legal perspective is partly addressed
in the WP:B-4 work package.

2.1.1

Supporting Assurance

Gathering evidence is central for organizational risk management processes (Castelluccia et al. 2011).
Risk management intends to mitigate risks and identify operational trade-offs, that is, what it is
reasonably feasible to achieve in terms of protections with respect to emerging security and privacy
threats (CSA Cloud Security Alliance 2013). Therefore, gathering evidence has a critical role in
supporting risk management as well as assurance. On the one hand, evidence provides valuable
information to risk management. On the other hand, evidence would support assurance – “Assurance
is about providing confidence to stakeholders that the qualities of service and stewardship with which
they are concerned are being managed and maintained appropriately” (Baldwin, Pym, and Shiu 2013).
This is also particular important while dealing with emergent digital risk (Lloyd’s 2010) due to a certain
extent to the shift required while deploying new technological paradigms like cloud computing. For
instance, monitoring security events (and alerts) and the collection of relevant information are critical
phases of security analytics (Mont et al. 2012). Security event and incident management processes
involve different stages, from data gathering of different events and alerts, to data analysis and
identification of security threats in order to identify and implement remediation measures (Mont et al.
2012). All processes are influenced and driven by the collection of events and alerts, and subsequently
by the collection of further information of such events and alerts. The analyses of the collected events
and alerts, and related evidence, and the identification of suitable incident remediation measures
complete SIEM (Security Information & Events Management) processes. The ability to collect evidence
is constrained by the SIEM solutions that are deployed and actively monitored (for a review of relevant
SIEM technologies see, for example, the report by Garther (Kavanagh, Nicolett, and Rochford 2014)).
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For instance, cloud security controls would enable monitoring of relevant events and security threats
deployed in cloud ecosystems. The gathered evidence would also inform relevant metrics (e.g. risk and
performance indicators) providing quantitative operational accounts of relevant events. Policy violation
is an example of relevant information to be monitored for accountability.

2.2

Accountability Evidence

Accountability evidence, as illustrated in Figure 1, needs to be provided at a number of layers. At the
policies level, this would involve provision of evidence that the policies are appropriate for the context,
which is typically what is done when privacy seals are issued. But this alone is rather weak, since it
provides limited information that the policies are being enforced. In addition, evidence can be provided
about the measures, mechanisms and controls that are deployed and their configuration, to show that
these are being enforced and appropriate for the context.

Figure 1. Accountability Evidence

For example, evidence could be provided that Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) have been used,
to support anonymisation requirements expressed at the policy level. For higher risk situations
continuous monitoring may be needed to provide evidence that what is claimed in the policies is actually
being met in practice. Even if this is not sophisticated, some form of checking the operational running
and feeding this back into the accountability management program in order to improve it is part of
accountability practice, and hence evidence will need to be generated at this level too. In particular,
technical measures should be deployed to enhance the integrity and authenticity of logs, and there
should be enhanced reasoning about how these logs show whether or not data protection obligations
have been fulfilled. The evidence from the above would be reflected in the account, and would serve as
a basis for verification and certification by independent, trusted entities.

2.3

Existing Frameworks of Evidence

Defining what type of evidence is necessary to support accountability is critical in order to have effective
governance of threats affecting cloud ecosystems. The deployments of specific mechanisms (e.g. cloud
security controls) would enable monitoring of security and privacy threats mitigated by such
mechanisms. Identifying and organizing what mechanisms are deployed and monitored is part of
organizational governance. This also highlights what information needs to be monitored in order to
gather evidence supporting accountability. There exist various frameworks that highlight evidence that
needs to be gathered in order to support different objectives for organizational governance.
From a privacy perspective, Nymity’s Privacy Management Accountability Framework (Nymity 2014)
identifies thirteen different Privacy Management Processes (each consisting of multiple Privacy
Management Activities). The privacy management processes (activities) are monitored and assessed
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in order to support accountability. Monitoring and assessing such processes (activities) is based on the
collection of evidence, which is considered among the key elements of data privacy accountability (i.e.
responsibility, ownership and evidence). An analysis of data privacy accountability emphasizes the need
for supporting evidence, in particular: the provision of evidence is necessary for supporting
organizational accountability (being able to demonstrate evidence on request); organizations manifest
willingness to provide and demonstrate evidence; evidence needs to be demonstrable to third parties.
Similarly, from an information security perspective, ENISA’s Information Security Framework (ENISA
2009) identifies specific criteria for questioning cloud providers’ practices in dealing with security threats
that might affect information security. The identified criteria are aligned with relevant security standards
and industry best practices. They are concerned in particular with security controls that are relevant for
cloud computing. On the one hand, the identified criteria support cloud customers in assessing the risks
associated with adopting cloud services, obtaining assurance about implemented security controls, and
in comparing alternative cloud providers. On the other hand, the criteria help cloud providers in a
systematic manner, hence reducing the effort to gather required information supporting auditing and
information assurance. Furthermore, this framework supports risk assessment for cloud customers and
cloud providers (Catteddu 2010).

2.3.1

Other Related Work

In “A survey of accountability in computer networks and distributed systems”, (Zhifeng Xiao,
Nandhakumar Kathiresshan 2012), the authors present a generic review of accountability characteristics
and elements to be provided from different contexts in computer networking and distributed
environments. Accountability in Cloud computing is described as the ability of the system to provide:
“Identities: every event definitely linked to the system that executes it. Secure record: the machine keeps
a note of past events such as systems […]. Auditing: The record can be examined for traces of errors.
Evidence: […] proof of the error that can be confirmed separately by a moderator.” Properties for audits
(completeness, accuracy, verifiability) and for the logs (tamper-evident, time-stamping) are considered
and analysed, with the proposition that “tamper-evident logs can offer a firm foundation for accountable
clouds”.
Some recent approaches propose accountability as a service with the conceptualization of specific
evidence frameworks, as can be found in “Accountability as a Service for the Cloud” (Yao et al. 2010),
In general, focus is given to the distributed nature of logs in the cloud, verification or analysis of
correctness of service, and SLA and policy compliance. It is one of the few proposals directly focused
on evidence provision for accountability of cloud services, and the closest we found based on similar
considerations to those taken in this deliverable: conceptualization of a framework of evidence for
accountability of cloud services, with non-disputable logging based on monitoring and auditing. For that
reason we detail this work in greater depth.
The authors introduce their concept of accountability, which includes attribution as a major task, and
with the core functionality: logging, monitoring and auditing, and dispute resolution. Their approach
consists of a novel design to achieve a Trustworthy Service Oriented Architecture (TSOA), to identify
and associate failures and misbehaviours with the responsible entities, administrated by a new service,
designated Accountability as a Service (AS). The AS service controls the accountability functions, which
are kept separate from the operational service domain.
Evidence logging is formalized with the definition of an evidence event, which is consequently wrapped
in its associated meta-information (like a timestamp, event description, etc.) forming what is named a
trace. Each actor in an interaction of services keeps local copies of the traces, and a hashed and
encrypted version, designated token, is kept by the AS. The logging procedure: logging, authorizing,
invoicing and execution, is designed to achieve strong accountability. System monitoring and auditing
includes a logic mechanism that verifies compliance based on analysis of pre-established SLAs and
business operation logic that defines the correct flow between services. Policy definitions are introduced
to fill the gap between SLAs, business logics and monitoring mechanisms used to evaluate service
legitimacy, and to define evidence semantics (that is, what should be provided in the tokens, which
elements should be used and how they can be used to verify compliance) where services are
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responsible for doing so. The work includes tests performed on an evaluation system implemented on
Amazon EC2.
In the work of (Wang and Zhou 2010), a collaborative monitoring mechanism is proposed for making
multitenant platforms accountable. The proposition considers a third party external service to provide a
“supporting evidence collection”, containing evidence for SLAs compliance checking defined
distinctively from run-time logs). This type of service is presented as Accountability services, offering “a
mechanism for clients to authenticate the correctness of the data and the execution of their business
logic in a multitenant platform”. The external accountable service contains a Merkle B-tree structure with
the hashes of the operation signatures concatenated with the new values of data after occurrence of
state changes. The work includes algorithms for logging and request processes, and an evaluation of a
testing environment implemented in Amazon EC2.
Yumerefendi and Chase, 2007, propose a network storage service with strong accountability, which
annotates operations with evidence of correct execution, offering audit and challenge interfaces to
enable clients to verify the server. The service, designated CATS, relies on asymmetric cryptography
and an “external publishing medium” where each actor of the network storage periodically publishes a
digest of its state. Experiments with a CATS prototype were used to evaluate the cost of accountability
under several conditions, with results showing that strong accountability is practical in mission-critical
distributed services with strong identity.
Some related work focusing on the notion of evidence analysis for auditing and compliance checking
are: (Vaughan et al. 2008; Guts, Fournet, and Nardelli 2009; Le Metayer, Mazza, and Potet 2010), and
(Mazza, Potet, and Le Métayer 2011).
The work from (Vaughan et al. 2008) proposes rich authorization logic based on a dependently-typed
system. They introduce the language Aura that uses a notion of reference monitor to automatically log
accesses to a resource. It also checks the access and generates a proof of the access for auditing. This
is a kind of proof carrying approach; proof elements are first class values and are manipulated by the
language. The type system is proved to verify subject-reduction and normalization properties.
In the work from (Cederquist et al. 2005; Guts, Fournet, and Nardelli 2009), we find the following
definition: "a protocol is auditable with respect to a property if it logs enough evidence to convince an
impartial third party, called a judge, of that property." Type systems are then proposed allowing the static
verification that a protocol logs enough evidence.
The notion of evidence is also central to the work of (Le Metayer, Mazza, and Potet 2010). The authors
argue the following: "we believe that the means to constitute evidence that could be used in case of
conflict should be considered from the onset of IT projects and be part of the requirements for the design
of IT systems." They specify a framework for log architectures, with actions from malicious or secure
agents and they define criteria to characterize acceptable architectures. This work brings the notion of
claims that can be correctly and precisely evaluated from the logs. The paper focuses on the actions of
malicious agents and how to characterize log architectures to get consistent logs and to disproving
erroneous claims.
A related work from (Mazza, Potet, and Le Métayer 2011) defines a formal framework for specifying and
reasoning about logs as electronic evidence. More precisely, they consider decentralized, distributed
logs, and an analysis method, defined prior to legal disputes, to determine liability of the parties for
predefined misbehaviours. The framework presented allows “to specify liability, claims, and logs as
electronic evidence.” Claims are defined a priori, with attached properties for a given claim, avoiding the
need of general properties describing the behaviour of the system. The model uses the B-method, a
methodology that allows specifications focused both on data and behaviours, referenced as a standard
in industry. This formal framework is based on agents participating in some forms of interactions,
described as events, and exchanging messages representing those interactions. Origin, authentication,
and integrity of messages are assumed by hypotheses; however, it is claimed that the framework can
easily be adapted for working without such assumptions.
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2.4

Accountability in the A4Cloud Project

In this section we summarize the different elements proceeding from other works in the A4Cloud, for
reference, and contextualize the role of evidence in the accountability model proposed by the A4Cloud
project. We consider accountability attributes and practices identified in the conceptual framework
developed by the WP C-2, the governance lifecycle and account demonstration. References to elements
defined in other WP relevant to this section, such as the definitions of cloud actors’ roles, identified
obligations, from WP B-3 and WP C-4, and previous work in this WP C-8, in the identification of types
of evidence, are kept in condensed tables in the appendixes. Then we will proceed by proposing a
definition for accountability evidence.

2.4.1

The Accountability Model, Attributes, Practices and Mechanisms

The accountability model developed by the WP-C2 consists of three different abstract layers,
accountability attributes, accountability practices and accountability mechanisms, which aims to provide
a systematic and structured approach to accountability. Evidence is an important component in any of
those layers, either as a direct or a complementary support of some of the identified attributes, to
demonstrate and justify adopted practices, or itself as part of the accountability mechanisms, being
consumed or as recipient of they output.
We summarize here the different elements of the A4Cloud accountability model and refer to the
Conceptual Framework (Felici and Pearson 2014) for precise definitions and detailed explanations:


Accountability Attributes – central taxonomic aspects of accountability:
transparency, responsiveness, remediability, responsibility, verifiability, effectiveness and
appropriateness.
Attributes that are property of the objects of accountability (i.e. norm, behaviour, compliance):
verifiability, attributability, and observability.
Attributes that capture important aspect of the deployment of ‘appropriate and effective
measures’ that meet technical, legal and ethical compliance requirements:
Appropriateness, effectiveness.

The above listed attributes have different importance from the perspective of the framework of evidence,
in particular the ones that are properties of accountability objects. The attributes of primary interest in
this work package are: observability, verifiability, attributability, appropriateness and effectiveness, and
it is reflected in the accountability evidence definition. Both verifiability and attributability rely on
observability, as both ideally are based on knowledge of internal actions of the system, but in fact rely
on input and output to that system. Evidence is part of such outputs, which through verification allows
the overcoming of limitations of direct observability of the systems, and contributes in an incremental
way to transparency of the CSP, as much as providing information and demonstration support for the
appropriateness and effectiveness of the service provision. Attributability relies on responsibility, that
requires well-identified actors and governing rules and policies that determine actions and events of
entities and system components, and is of auxiliary value in situations of remediability, where attribution
can reduce the scope of redress measures or abbreviate processes.


Accountability Practices – Accountability practices define the central behaviour of an
organization adopting an accountability-based approach. These are:
defining governance to responsibly comply with internal and external criteria,
ensuring implementation of appropriate actions,
explaining and justifying those actions, and
remedying any failure to act properly.

The core role of evidence is to support the explanation and justification of actions, and their
appropriateness in the context, and also partially support the remedying of failures, by pointing out
possible origins or cases of unexpected behaviour, or describing the context and the situations of noncompliance or policy violations. Appropriate actions, determined by internal and external criteria, reflect
on accountability obligations hold by the CSPs. Example accountability obligations are enumerated in
WP: B-3 and listed in Appendix 3. Obligations provide reflection of practices from the analysed use
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cases. The framework of evidence provides basis for analysing whether these obligations had been
satisfied or not.

-

Accountability Mechanisms – diverse processes, non-technical mechanisms and tools that
support accountability practices:
extensions of existing business processes like auditing, risk assessment and the provision of a
trustworthy account,
non-technical mechanisms like formation of appropriate organizational policies, remediation
procedures in complex environments, contracts, certification procedures, etc.
technical tools, including tracking and transparency tools, detection of violation of policy
obligations, notification of policy violation, increased transparency without compromising
privacy, etc.

Evidence plays a supportive role for business processes such as auditing, risk assessments, and
provision of accounts, as well as non-technical mechanisms and procedures associated with
remediation and certification. The non-technical mechanisms, and in particular the ones related to the
formation of appropriate organizational policies, must consider the elicitation of evidence requirements,
providing a clear definition of the evidence types needed for audits and compliance verification of those
policies. That process allows mapping the available sources, largely technical tools as the ones listed,
including tracking and transparency tools, which can show adequate observance of data protection
regulations and contractual agreements, mechanisms of violation detections and satisfactory notification
of such occurrences, etc.

2.4.2

Accountability Lifecycle and Evidence

An evidence system provides mechanisms and support for the observability of cloud systems, with
verifiability and attributability as major goals. Overall, the purpose is to promote the transparency of
cloud services and trust in the providers. Transparency, and ultimately accountability of service provision
is assured by issued accounts, mainly consisting of reports of events, intending to demonstrate the
system’s performance. Accounts may be provided periodically, on request, or upon detected exceptions,
such as unexpected behaviour relative to the service obligations, security breaches or any type of
incident.
The conceptual framework of the A4Cloud project, proposes an organizational lifecycle for
accountability, with further development by WP D2 (Gittler et al. 2015), represented in Figure 2, along
with the enumeration of the functional elements expected for accountability. It consists of several phases
in the different stages of the development, operation, and maintenance of an organization and its
services’ availability.
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Figure 2. Organizational Lifecycle and Functional Elements of Accountability

Evidence processes, including its planning, collection, and verification, occurs in different phases and
for different purposes of validation within the governance lifecycle:
 Planning – including forecasting of elements, decision of strategies and types of evidence
necessary for accountability/the service, and solutions to assure the secure collection of such
evidence – must take place in the analysis and design phase, as part of the set of solutions
devised by an organization with accountability under consideration.
 Monitoring of defined sources and evidence collection must happen during the operate period
of the services and its systems, for a full coverage of operations and incidents, targeting the
completeness of collected information for sound validation, and better exception handling.
 In the audit and validate phase information collected in the operate phase can be verified against
requirements specified in the analysis and design phase, eventually described in machinereadable policies or web ontologies for services (for automation purposes). Audits and evidence
verification support the effectiveness assessment of deployed controls, evaluation of possible
security breaches, detection of violations, and provide elements that enable attainment and
maintenance of certification and seals.
The timing of evidence processing is as complex and interactive as the production of accounts. Audit
and verification processes (internal and external) provide output that will be injected back in at the
operate phase/level in the form of notifications, alerts of potential violations or incidents, or support for
redress processes. Accounts reporting failures, attributing responsibilities will be produced at that time,
with access to that type of evidence verification and audit output. As part of responsible and proactive
practices this output can be redirected to the organizational level, to elicit metrics and provide feedback
to risk management, leading to reconsideration on the design and chosen solutions.
Evidence included with the accounts, provides the underlying demonstrative support; backing up claims,
and indicating the elements in the systems that show that what is reported was what in fact happened.
Evidence is an obligatory component to make the account complete and trustworthy.
We enunciate here the respective relations between each of the referred phases (Figure 2, above) and
the planning, collection and verification processes happening within the accountability lifecycle:
1, 2, and 3 – identification of responsible entities, controls, and measures, and any other aspects of the
service provision about which the cloud provider may want to give account, including clear definition of
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what to collect as evidence, and what and to whom make available as support for demonstration of
accounts. We advocate that such a definition should be part of agreements between providers and
interested stakeholders, and should be expressed explicitly in policies or SLAs.
4 – Accounts of different types (from the functional elements above and definitions from the conceptual
framework), to be supported by evidence (see below) gathered by the CSP, and audited and verified
externally.
5 – Monitoring of systems, evidence gathered at the operational level, oriented to the demonstration of
the correctness of controls and mechanisms deployed, defined at 2 and 3.
6 – Verification, by audit, internally and externally, with possible extension for automation, with particular
interest for internal implementations as part of the set of detective and preventive controls.
7 – Notifications, as defined by agreement and policies, similarly demonstrable.
Account types show effectiveness, correctness and support for exception handling and failure
attributions, with evidence supporting the demonstration of:
a)
b)
c)

Effectiveness to be supported by evidence (defined at 2 and 3, above) of correct
mechanisms, practices, and procedures in case of incident or breaches;
Correctness of operations and compliance with norms, regulations, contracts and
policies (evidence collected at steps 5, 6, and 7, below);
Attribution of failure, correlation of evidence from 2 to 7, with elements identified at phase
1.

Furthermore, evidence collected, not necessarily the same as that made available for the interested
stakeholders, may be of use in assessment of the exceptions and breaches, facilitating and abbreviating
redress processes indicated in phase 8.
It is, in the described context, of great importance to clearly identify what can be produced and collected
that can constitute evidence in the cloud for the demonstration of accountability, and generally attempt
a classification of these varied types of evidence according to its different functions in the evidence
framework and the requirements in verification and audit processes.

2.5

Accountability Evidence

In this section we present/develop the concept of evidence for accountability of cloud and future Internet
services. We consider the context of accountable systems and in the sequence of the previously
exposed relations with the different phases and processes within the organizational lifecycle of
accountability. We investigate and assemble a definition for accountability evidence, and examine major
concerns and requirements in the sequent sections. These provide the basis for the framework of
evidence.

2.5.1

Motivation for a Definition

Evidence is a key element connecting security aspects of digital information systems with the regulatory
and contractual obligations such systems must meet. Analysis of related work provides extensive
knowledge of what can constitute evidence in specific practical problems. The overview works by
Volonino (2003), Dixon (2005), and Stamm, Wu, and Liu (2013), mention the evidence term extensively
in certain practical problems, but do not attempt to discuss a general definition. The widely cited book
“Digital Evidence and Computer Crime” (Casey 2011) provides a definition of digital evidence as “any
data stored or transmitted using a computer that support or refute a theory of how an offense occurred
or that address critical elements of the offense such as intent or alibi.” This definition stems directly from
traditional forensics and as such from a legal tradition and law of evidence, based on earlier work by
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Chisum 2011. Further search for definition of evidence in the digital forensics context did not return
significantly different results.
At the moment we are not aware of any work on a formal definition of evidence for accountability for the
cloud. There are works available in social, economic, and political accountability that link to evidence;
however, they typically are not of direct relation to cloud accountability. Noteworthy exceptions to this
are works on accountability and evidence in elections, particularly the transition from paper to electronic
elections. (Mercuri 2002) showed based on the 2000 US election that many new voting products provide
less accountability than traditional methods. Verifiability of such voting protocols was analysed by
(Kremer, Ryan, and Smyth 2010). However, discussing evidence definition for such purposes has not
been attempted in these works.
In our opinion, the missing attempt to discuss a definition of evidence is a result of perceived sufficiency
of intuitive understanding of the term, supported in some cases by general legal definition. This approach
has proven successful enough in the area of digital forensics, mostly in our opinion, because the
approach to evidence gathering and processing in digital forensics does not differ in general principles
from traditional forensics. This approach can be characterized by looking for unintended evidence, i.e.
evidence that some party was not planning to leave and which collection was not planned ahead (at
least for the purpose of forensics) (Park et al. 2012), (Kessler 2012). However, when this approach
changes, the legal-based intuitive definition might not suffice.
Accountability can be seen in contrast to forensics as a planned process. Evidence collection is defined
and collected upfront, and based on a carefully designed framework and metrics. The ENISA report:
Privacy, Accountability and Trust – Challenges and Opportunities, (Castelluccia et al. 2011) advocates
evidence provision as one of the three general capabilities (along with validation and attribution) for the
accountability of systems:
“An accountability system produces evidence that can be used to convince a third party that a fault has
or has not occurred”.
Accountability for Cloud and other future Internet Services, (Pearson et al. 2012), lists the objectives
proposed by the A4Cloud project, including monitoring solutions capable of gathering trustworthy
evidence to provide predictive assurance of compliance and notification of significant events:
“A system for Evidence Collection that captures, integrates and processes the information including
logs, policies and context in a way that preserves privacy and confidentiality, and supports audit and
attribution”.

2.5.2

A4Cloud Definition of Accountability Evidence

We propose the following definition of evidence in the context of accountability for the cloud.
Accountability evidence can be defined as a collection of data, metadata, routine
information, and formal operations performed on data and metadata, which provide
attributable and verifiable account of the fulfilment (or not) of relevant obligations; it can be
used to support an argument on the validity of claims about appropriate functioning of an
observable system.
Data are defined as electronic records of processes in the cloud or future internet services. Metadata
are defined as electronic records that describe how data have been stored and processed.
Routine information is defined as information that is provided by the organization about its internal
routines, e.g. IT controls, implemented processes, employee training, etc., which can have influence on
the demonstration of providers’ accountability.
Formal operations are defined as a collection of cryptographic and statistical algorithms, logic
deduction, calculi and other methods that process data and metadata in a backtrackable manner.
Backtrackable is either deterministic or probabilistic, but repeatable beyond reasonable doubt.
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The definition is flexible enough to consider both a data-centric aspect, fundamental to an evidence
collection, and information concerning active processes as organizational routines, and formal
operations and respective outputs. Data, metadata, the result of formal operations such as cryptographic
proofs or log mining, e.g., and routine information, will be called supporting evidence elements, or
shorter but with the same meaning evidence elements, in the sense that they are the elements the
framework makes available in the support of claims or demonstration of accounts.

2.5.3

Types of Evidence

Activities in cloud services generate different types of evidence. Evidence types were investigated and
identified in the previous task of this WP C-8. Five major types of interest for the A4Cloud project
purposes are:
 data processing practices: evidence about operational practices such as replication, storage,
deletion, copy, access, optimization, consent, security, segregation, proofs of retrievability, etc.;
 data collection practices: evidence about data collection practices such as policy compliance,
privacy issues, security breaches, etc.
 notification: evidence that notifications were sent to the interested stakeholders in case of privacy
issues (unauthorized access, etc.), policy violations, security breaches (data leakage, data lost,
corrupted or tampered, etc.) and services or policy modifications, as well as service practices and
users rights;
 remediation: evidence about remediation to customers in case of security breaches, privacy
issues, and policy violations;
 organizational practices: evidence about employee training, system certifications, privacy
policies, etc.
We list some examples of these types of evidence and relate them to obligations defined by WP B-3
whenever possible, in Table 4, Appendix 4. Types of Evidence.

3

Requirements of The Framework of Evidence

In this section we present the requirements upon which a framework of evidence must be built in order
to the cloud actors implementing such framework be, accountable for. Evidence must inherently observe
the usual requirements of security: integrity, availability, and confidentiality. Without the first two,
evidence would be weak and untruthfully, and without the last, the content of evidence in the context of
a cloud service could pose a severe risk for the consumers by easily leading to breach of confidential
data. Those are not however sufficient to guarantee an accountable and trustworthy evidence. Same
reasons apply, e.g., to evidence of service provision, which can compromise the privacy of the
consumers, requiring consideration and minimization of what is collected as evidence, and how it links
to the recipients of the evidence. The ENISA report (Castelluccia et al. 2011) advocates for the evidence
collection, correctness (i.e., evidence information must be trustful and complete), complemented by
security and trust requirements, such as message origin authentication, integrity, privacy, etc.
We base this discussion on information assurance and security (IAS) concepts and definitions, in
particular to IAS-Octave (Cherdantseva and Hilton 2013), that expands the security CIA-trilogy to
include privacy, authenticity, non-repudiation, auditability, and accountability, all needed requirements
for the framework of evidence, and detail in the next sections its relevance in the context of evidence.

3.1

Privacy Requirements

The primary privacy concerns in regard to the framework of evidence are pertaining to the content of
the evidence, and consequently the recipients of the evidence.
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Accountability evidence as defined in the section 2.5.2 inherently constitutes implicit and explicit
personal data of data subjects (EU Data Protection Directive terminology) hence poses as a risk for
personal data leakage. Correspondingly, processing information of business practices, which are part
of the accountability evidence, ought to be considered as sensitive business data.
While recognizing that the accountability evidence could contain both personal data and business
confidential data, the central questions of the work package are:
1. What to collect as evidence in order to realize accountability and at the same time respect the
data minimization principle
2. In the framework of evidence what are the necessary steps to mitigate the risk of personal data
leakage from the evidence
3. Determine the evidence that is necessary to demonstrate a verifiable account
Evidence collection involves the collection of personal data and consequently may create new personal
data and new risks. For example, aggregate insights into how evidence that relates to a data subject is
processed may reveal considerable amount of private information from social-economic status to how
frequent the data subject’s data was audited, which might be an indication of the frequency of complaints
issued by the data subject. In addition, proliferation of personal data into evidence collection systems
per definition means that personal data will be stored in additional systems and evidence may be
retained for far longer durations due to legal or contractual obligations. Last but not least, auditors, who
would not otherwise normally have access to the personal data, will most likely use the evidence
systems. In an a posteriori compliance analysis system it would be obvious to consider collecting all the
required information as evidence but in the light of the privacy issues mentioned above, and from the
recent developments on the EU Data Retention Directive 2006/24/EC, which highlights the potential
privacy concerns around the excessive evidence collection, it is necessary to respect the principle of
data minimization in the framework of evidence.
Transparency of data processing is recognised as an important part of data protection, see e.g. Articles
7, 10, and 11 of the EU Data Protection Directive (European Parliament and Council of the European
Union, 1995)1. Creating evidence of correct data processing and sharing it with data subjects is therefore
in line with the principles of data protection. Sharing too much information about the processing may
however risk revealing business secrets of the data processor, as also recognized in recital 41 of the
EU Data Protection Directive1. For achieving accountability, among others, one of the goals for collecting
evidence is to facilitate the detection of violations. Conceptually, this means that in order to provide a
verifying account the only information that needs to be provided to the verifying parties (parties towards
whom an entity is accountable) are all privacy violations, not necessarily all generated evidence used
to detect violations. Realizing this, the amount of personal and sensitive information about data subjects
(or businesses) shared with verifying parties would be minimised, since, in this context, only information
related to violations would be shared. Presumably, it is in the interest of both data subjects and
businesses to keep the accountee accountable, even if verifying parties (such as an auditor) learns
(directly or through deduction) some information about them.
To summarise, the design of evidence collection process and the process of providing evidence as a
verifiable account needs to be evaluated for privacy implications by eliciting from the start that evidence
does indeed constitute potentially both personal data and business confidential data. Otherwise,
improper processes around evidence and excessive evidence collection undermine the trust in a
service. One does need not to look further than the recent developments around the EU Data Retention
Directive 2006/24/EC (European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2006) 2 to see the
potential issues around excessive evidence collection. In A4Cloud, WP C-7 provides privacy design
guidelines for accountability tools in deliverable D37.2, further informs the potentially concerns and
recommendations to be considered in the design and deployment of framework of evidence.

1

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML (accessed at
02/02/2015)
2 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32006L0024&from=EN (accessed
at 02/02/2015)
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3.2
3.2.1

Security of Evidence
Confidentiality and Availability

Confidentiality is one of the fundamental elements of information security, related to the broader concept
of data privacy – concerning the scope of access to individuals' personal information. Confidentiality
refers to the limitation of access and disclosure of information to authorized entities exclusively. In the
context of evidence collected within the cloud service provision, data may easily contain or reflect
personal information, and as such, confidentiality is key in the evidence management.
Confidentiality is most commonly deployed with resource to data encryption, where only the authorized
users have access to the right keys to decrypt the data, and the access control controlled by user
authentication mechanisms.
Availability similarly deals with data access, but refers to the access that the underlying systems provide
to the data, usually a question of availability of resources, dependent of the existent hardware and its
performance. Although important from the point of view of security, is of less importance in the context
of evidence provision, where accuracy and completeness are among the main goals of collected
information and not the performance of access or availability. Even with large volumes of evidence data,
this data is expected to be accessed for occasional auditing, or for control and monitoring purposes, by
cloud consumers, in which case the confidentiality, is a far more sensitive and important concern.
3.2.2

Integrity

The concept of data integrity, or in the particular case evidence data integrity, means that data has not
been changed, either by malicious actions or accidental causes (e.g. as hardware malfunction) since its
generation, gathering or generally after being classified as part of evidence. It implies that information
is kept unaltered over all stages of its entire life cycle, including any required transit and storage, for
assurance of consistency, accuracy, and trustworthiness.
Integrity of evidence data also requires source integrity, meaning that the source or origin of data must
be clearly identified; that the link to the entity, person, organization or system component must be
properly documented; and that its demonstrability is totally assured. Without safeguards that can
guarantee the integrity of data, the validity of data collected consequently becomes weak and cannot
be used for the purposes of evidence, accountability support, or might not be admissible in a court of
law in cases of litigation.

3.3

Authenticity and Non-repudiation

Authenticity of digital data, as accountability evidence was defined in this work, is commonly seen as
the ability of proving that data has not been modified in anyway after its creation (Sanett and Park 2000),
or in other words, that the digital object is indeed what it claims to be, or what is claimed to be (by
external metadata) (Lynch 2000).
Authenticity is in that way deeply associated with the concept of provenance, the origin of the digital
record (Waugh et al. 2000). As such, authenticity implies that both parties, the origin and the recipient
of the data, are well identified and can not repudiate their roles in the generation and collection of data,
which is usually achieved by providing an authentication mechanism that provides digital signatures for
the entities involved in the evidence process, possessing the proper signing keys, and respective
verification protocols. Digitally signing the evidence generated in the service provision chain, and in the
storage of the evidence collection, gives support to the accountability of that evidence, and to nonrepudiation, the legal extension of authenticity.
The major difference between authentication and non-repudiation of evidence, is that the latter requires
stronger proofs: “authentication only needs to convince the other party involved in a communication of
the validity of an event while non-repudiation should prove to a third party the truth of the event”, argue
(Zhou and Gollmann 1997) in their survey of non-repudiation protocols applied to evidence in digital
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context. Accordingly, non-repudiation evidence must satisfy the following requirements:
• The origin of the evidence is verifiable by a third party.
• The integrity of the evidence is verifiable by a third party.
• The validity of the evidence is undeniable.

3.4

Verifiability and Auditability

According to the A4Cloud conceptual framework, verifiability is the ability to prove that an actor behaves
following a set of requirements originating from either a contractual relationship or from legal obligations.
Contracts and regulations may define the level of verifiability or even the type of evidence required
during a regular verification process or an auditing process. Evidence may be used to verify two types
of situations: the data subject or the auditor may verify an evidence in the case of misbehaviour, for
example in the case of policy violations; whereas on the other hand, the data subject or the auditor may
periodically verify the correct behaviour of the cloud provider such as in the case where a cloud provider
correctly logs actions taken during the processing of data.
Verification of evidence can either be a one-time request or periodic. The cloud provider may be
requested to verify the correct storage of the data at a given time and to provide evidence from that
specific time. In this case, an auditor will only be able to verify the conduct at that time without any proof
of historic actions. On the other hand, verifiability can also apply to a long period of time. In this case,
the cloud provider can be asked to provide evidence periodically during the required period; for example
evidence on the history of actions. Moreover, evidence, must also be supported by publicly verifiable
methods of integrity and non-temperance, and additionally, its origins, authenticity, and validity through
non-repudiation protocols.

3.5

Identified Requirements

The previous sections defined the basis to elicit requirements for the framework of evidence. From the
evidence collection and auditing point of view, the most important attributes of evidence are
summarise in the following table:
Requirement
Policy specific: Data collected for evaluation in
audits is only useful as evidence, if it is tightly
connected with the audit policy (Pretschner et al.
2009).

General Solutions
Audit policies. Machine-readable policies and
automatable policy languages and audit
protocols.

Level of abstraction: Raw data can be hard to
evaluate during audits, therefore a reasonable
level of abstraction is needed for evidence to be
useful in audits, dependent of the type of
compliance check.

Digital evidence bags (Turner 2005; Flaglien et
al. 2011), Evidence records syntax (Brandner,
Pordesch, and Gondrom 2007).

Privacy: Data isolation per tenant.

Minimization and anonymisation of personal
and confidential data collected. Privacy
policies defining restrictions on data collection
and retention periods.

Confidentiality.

Encryption of collected data. Controlled access
to data at a fine-grained level.

Chronological sequence: In order to produce audit
trails, evidence and events captured in evidence
need to be connected and back-traceable to a
certain point in time.

Trusted timestamp protocols. Trusted
timestamping services (Une 2001; Savitzky
and Piersol 2011; Hovy et al. 2012).
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Origin: authentication of collector entity.
Attributability and non-repudiation:
Integrity: Evidence must be protected from
manipulation of adversaries, including internal
adversaries (e.g., careless or malicious provider
personnel). Must also avoid collusion with verifier
and falsification of logs by any party.

Digital signatures and non-repudiation
protocols (Kremer, Markowitch, and Zhou
2002; Onieva, Zhou, and Lopez 2004).
Secure log architectures. Integrity protocols
and Publicly verifiable methods. (Crosby and
Wallach, 2009, Accorsi, 2012, Zawoad, Dutta,
and Hasan, 2013.)

Automated verification oriented: Evidence
collection and evaluation automatable.

Secure log architectures with support for
automated audits (Yavuz and Ning 2009;
Accorsi 2012).

Scalable: for storage and efficiency.

Distributed storage, local clusters, private
clouds.

Table 1. Evidence Requirements and General Approaches

4

Framework of Evidence

In this chapter we present the framework proposed by this WP. We describe its general architecture,
introduce the concept of evidence records, and describe the expected methodology and workflow.
Based on our definition of evidence and identified requirements, the framework aims to collect the
minimal necessary elements that can be used to support demonstration of accountability. This includes
evidence relative to data stewardship (including processing, sharing, storing and deleting according to
contractual obligations and legal requirements) with special consideration of data protection directives
and confidentiality of data subjects, data transport and geo-location of data storage, monitoring of
controls and configurations of deployed solutions used by the providers, as well as support for nonoperational sources as services’ documentation, certificates and seals, and notifications of breaches
and faulty behaviour.
Additionally, the framework also considers cryptographic proofs and other demonstrative procedures
resultant of formal, logical or mathematical algorithms, which may provide, periodically or upon requests,
assurance about particular aspects of the behaviour of cloud actors. In particular, these proofs give
assurance of the fulfilment of obligations related to the processing and storage of data by CSPs. These
obligations support, for example, the integrity or the correct processing of outsourced data. In
conjunction with logs, cryptographic proofs intend to provide irrefutable evidence of the occurrence or
non-occurrence of an action or an event [ISO/IEC 10181-4].
Moreover, the framework of evidence must rely – from the security requirements listed in the previous
section – on a secure-log architecture, with the ability to allow auditing. Several models for log
architectures have appeared recently in research literature, and we summarise some of the more
relevant. Holt, 2006, proposed Logcrypt, which provides strong cryptographic assurance that data stored
cannot be modified without detection, and separating the log creation from the integrity verification
process. This method uses forward-secure digital signatures, extended with public key cryptography.
Crosby and Wallach, 2009, consider the case of untrusted loggers, logging different client’s events,
auditable for proof of correctness, non-temperance or deletion in time. A Merkle tree data-structure is
introduced that generate these proofs in efficient time and space. Merkle aggregation is used for
encoding of attributes into the tree scheme in a verifiable fashion. Accorsi, 2012, proposed BBox, an
architecture for authentic and confidential system records in distributed systems. BBoX addresses
different forms of integrity of logs in their various phases, specifically collection, transport, storage, and
retrieval of records, with provision of reliable data origin, tamper-evident storage, encryption and forward
secrecy, and keyword-based access to records. Zawoad, Dutta, and Hasan, 2013, propose secure
logging as a service, SecLaas, particularly oriented to forensics in the cloud. Special focus is put on the
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confidentiality of cloud users, and protection of log’s integrity from both dishonest investigators and cloud
providers. In the context of the A4Cloud project the secure architecture for transmission and storage of
evidence is implemented with the Transparency Log (TL)(Pulls 2014), which can be used to provide
secure logging with extra privacy enhancement and public verifiable protocols. Further integration with
other tools of the A4Cloud project, either as producers or consumers of evidence, is presented in the
last section.

4.1

General Overview

In the context of accountability for the cloud, collected evidence must demonstrate defined practices,
identified obligations, correct deployment of controls, and expected events with the service provision, or
in case of fault, show that deviation from the expected behaviour did in fact happened. In this case, the
major problem therefore is not to uncover purposely hidden activities or indication of criminal conduct,
but instead the susceptibility of collectable information, consisting mostly of potential private data and
confidential business data from the providers’ services and underlying systems. Transversal to this
problem is the need of minimization of collected data, for both a privacy friendly approach, and a scalable
evidence collection.

Evidence(Cycle(

We identified the following cycle of evidence for verification and demonstration of accountability in cloud
scenarios, represented in the figure below:
Clarify:(
Obliga3ons,(
Prac3ces,(Controls(

demonstrate(

Verifica3on:(
Behaviours(comply(
with(norms(

plan(

Evidence(
Requirements(

monitor(

audit(
Collected(
Evidence(

Figure 3. Evidence Cycle for Accountability

The process of evidence can be described in three distinct phases:
I.
II.
III.

Planning and design - an initial stage of planning and definition of evidence provision;
Monitoring and collection - an operational and continuous monitoring of those sources with
collection of evidence;
Audit and verification - detached process of audits, with verification of evidence providing
the support for demonstration of accounts.

We detail the expected procedures and events occurring in each of these stages.
In phase I., planning and design, highly depend of the type of service offered, obligations and practices
are enumerated, and actors, controls, and mechanisms identified.
 The CSP must proceed with the identification of evidence that can be used to demonstrate its
obligations and accountability policies. That permits determination within the service and
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underlying systems of the sources where such evidence can be gathered, providing a
comprehensive design of the evidence, linking obligations with needed elements and sources.
Such design must be submitted to a privacy impact assessment and to risk analysis, considering
that evidence collected may contain, or enable deduction of personal data from cloud
consumers, or disclosure of internal business data. We advocate that the evidence scheme
should be part of accountability policies, clearly stating expected evidence that cover each
obligation, facilitating posterior audit tasks and automated verification processes.

Phase II., monitoring and collection, due to the nature of distributed services and diversity of sources
must be provided by a flexible distributed monitoring mechanism.
 It must continuously monitor the chosen sources for necessary evidence elements, and
associated responsible actors or controls involved in the events. It may monitor the operational
level (logs, configuration files, changes on stored data, etc.) or consist of an inventory of a
service’s documentation and certificates, demonstrating the providers’ practices as, e.g., staff
training, achieved seals, or deployed specialized solutions.
 The collection of information must fulfil the planned in the previous phase, covered by measures
that reflect the security concerns expressed in the previous chapter (with particular focus on
confidentiality and integrity), and assurance of authenticity of evidence through all stages of
evidence gathering: collection, transport, storage, and maintenance.
Phase III., audit and verification, audit may be processed routinely or upon demand, with verification of
evidence providing the support for demonstration of accounts.
 It must consider methods for the verification of the accountability of the evidence itself, assuring
that any evidence is genuine, non-tampered, and can be back-traced to its provenance (origin
and sources) in a non-repudiable way.
 Confidentiality of private and business data requires encryption of evidence and key
management solutions, ensuring access to evidence collected only to previously agreed agents,
presumably trusted 3rd party auditors, or automated internal audit systems.
Evidence collected must be accessed for verification of policies’ compliance, correct data storage,
including data location, retrievability, and secure deletion, correct data handling, sharing, and
processing, as also identification and notification on incidents and security breaches.
In order to minimize the volume of collectable data, and exposure of confidential data, we propose to
register the evidence trace collectable in the pre-selected sources, by recording the resource identifier
and the sum digests of those elements (logs, configuration files, certificates, data under processing,
etc.), without duplicating them as part of the evidence. We propose to record also, at that time, a set of
information referring to the events and changes on the monitored sources, allowing to relate the
underlying information (actors or components involved in the events, timestamps and locations,
evidence elements, metadata, applicable policies IDs) to the main questions to be answered in an
account of such event (who, when, where, how, why, etc.). The specific information to include in a
record, per each monitored event, is detailed in a sequent section.
The evidence record acts as a layer between the account and the evidence elements collectable by the
system, very much along the lines of evidence records such as Digital Evidence Bags (Turner 2005), or
Evidence Record Syntax, ERS, (Brandner, Pordesch, and Gondrom 2007) formats for evidence in the
context of computer forensics and digital evidence admissible in court. Irrefutable and tamper-evident
references to those elements, without its explicit inclusion, minimize the volume of data collected, and
the risk of disclosure of internal confidential data.
Claims can then be backed up by the record that points irrefutably to the underlying evidence traces
without explicit disclosure, but still verifiable by trusted third parties in audits, and demonstrable under
disputes.
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The methodology and main processes in the framework of evidence are schematically summarized in
Figure 4. General Architecture.
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Figure 4. General Architecture

Note that the starting stage, specified by the CSP according to a planned account provision, is the
cornerstone of a proactive approach of evidence for accountability. Without a well-defined continuous
monitoring mechanism, evidence provision would need to resort to a purely detective approach, in a
reverse way to the proposal above: for each evidence request, the system would need to evaluate what
would be the necessary evidence elements, locate and extract them directly from the sources, if still
available, and possibly without means to guarantee a posteriori that evidence or sources, meanwhile,
have not been tampered with.
A list of sources of evidence is provided in Automation Service for the Framework of Evidence
(Wlodarczyk and Pais 2014). As mentioned before, expectable evidence elements might be logs,
documentation (organizational level), configuration settings, cryptographic proofs (POR as an example),
data itself (from users and organizations, such as mails and notifications), A4Cloud toolkit logs and
output, as other event monitor solutions output as the case of SIEM. The selection of such elements
and identification of their sources is highly dependent of the type of service, cloud service model, and
planned accountability from the CSP. As an example, an IaaS providing data storage, will require
evidence eventually related with data stewardship and data protection, while a SaaS service offering
data processing will need to demonstrate correct processing practices, secure data access and
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transporting, focused on confidentiality and privacy of data sources, etc., necessarily with evidence of
different type and collected in different infrastructures.
The identified framework main processes are: evidence collection and evidence processing, each
including specific procedures and mechanisms, such as the security layer that must surround the
evidence repository from collection to storage, and later verification processes. The workflow in the
operational mode of the framework (after the planning phase) will reflect these successive stages:
monitor, collect, store, evaluate, and present:









Aggregate information (elements of evidence) on events/actions of the different actors within
the service provision (per obligation and policy related).
o Map to the applicable policies by references (e.g., a unique policy identifier).
Assemble the information into records. Evidence elements are not duplicated, but referenced
by URI or URL and the sum digest of the element itself. Potential evaluation of records against
the policies (access violations can be detected here).
o Secure and authenticate the record (encryption, digitally signed by the origin/sender).
Store the information (timestamped, tamper-evident, and publicly verifiable)
Audits and verification methods, retrieve the stored records through secure access methods
and feed them to any desirable verification mechanism or procedure, essentially compliance
checking, and events appropriateness validation that assures the defined obligations are met.
Outputs will be audit reports and violation notifications, to further processing by enforcement
tools.

Presentation of evidence must reflect considerations of confidentiality of data and privacy of cloud
consumers, and as such be of limited scope of visibility. Interested stakeholders in the provision supply
chain may have access granted, by service agreement, to on-line presenters like web dashboards and
other visualization tools.
We detail next the procedures with records collection and respective evidence format.

4.1.1

Records Collector and Evidence Format

The framework proposed aims to capture the dynamics of the services, changes in data and internal
logs reflecting events occurring at the operational level, monitoring of configurations and control settings,
etc., by registering this information in digital records that refer to those elements, traces observable in
the systems. Records act as a wrapper of the existing elements of evidence, in order to simplify the
systematization of information collection, minimize exposure of sensitive data, and at the same time
form a coherent component in later verification accesses by auditors, regulators or trusted third parties.
The approach suggested here is the definition of records based on usual techniques in digital evidence
collection. Without the need of rigidly establish what has to be logged ahead, that choice can be made
by the service architect or administrator, allowing to specify which controls, logs, and tokens to be
monitored, according to the needs of the service or the accountability practices to be supported by
evidence. At same time, a full set of information pertinent to accountability can be registered, directly
related to events, to its causes, and responsible entities.
The record of an event can be seen as the atomic component of evidence. Enough information must be
gathered however, in order to characterize the state of a system and provide a complete description of
what is actually happening, for future verification, and to later support of accounts.
Records will need to be machine-readable (and compatible across systems deploying this framework)
for automated verification and auditing processes. Actions will need to be matched against applicable
policies and the obligations expressed in those, for compliance checking, suggesting that collected
elements and policies format should match to simplify automation.
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The elements to collect for each attribute of a record must be enough to describe the action or operation
in a way that allows at any time the reconstruction of events. An event can be well represented by a
characterization of the following attributes: the action description, the identification of who (or what) is
performing the action, and the new changes in data or logs appending after the action, metadata and,
for efficiency purposes in later verifications, a reference to applicable policies.
We describe next in detail the composition of these attributes:
Action: the description of actions or any operation monitored; a categorization may be needed (e.g.,
read/write/delete/send), complemented with the timestamp for ordering and time reconstruction
(backtracking). This attribute may be extended with an optional element referring the purpose, if
available, according to the A-PPL language specifications (e.g., admin, research, surveys, Onen et al.
2014).

Action ∶= (𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐼𝐷, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝[, 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒])
Actor: the identification of the authenticated agent (subject, employee, operator, or application
component if an automated process) complemented by its origin, such as department in organization,
component in a system or application, IP in a network, etc.

Actor ∶= (𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐷, 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛)
Resource: the data involved or target by the action, such as users’ data under processing, configuration
files, etc.

Resource ∶= (𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒[, 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒2 , … ])
Metadata: information about data and system properties that can be gathered directly from the system.
This attribute provides extra details for each state and possible support for data processing and policy
compliance checking; expectably to be extracted from the system or specific logs. Parsing procedures
or a data-mining task, may be employed to perform the extraction.

Metadata ∶= {𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡1 , 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡2 , … }
A set of metadata may contain sufficient elements required for compliance validation. For example,
metadata of major importance are: timestamps of creation/input of data (how long is stored), last
accessed (was read), last modified (was processed), Host name and location, geo-location of storage
(policy compliance), etc.
PoliciesID: references to the applicable policies, enable access to the policies and the values of their
attributes, for the validation of actions and information from metadata against the obligations, access
restrictions, and rules expressed in the policies’ attributes. Referencing the applicable policies in the
context of the action satisfies the requirement of policy-specific evidence collection, identified previously.

PoliciesID ∶= {𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦𝐼𝐷1 , 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦𝐼𝐷2 , … }
Logs, internal documents, or any other data, constitute the supporting elements in the demonstration of
occurrence of actions and operations, and its compliance (or not)..Due to its sensitivity while private
data, and also with storage scalability in mind, we propose not to include them explicitly in the records,
but only their checksums, calculated by a pre-defined cryptographic hash function3. The hash digest, of
a small fixed-size, can be used as a reference to the evidence elements, minimizing the volume of data
to be stored, while avoiding the duplication of data as part of evidence. The use of such references in
the evidence record constitutes a way to fixate those elements in time, facilitating the access to records
(in auditing, for example) without directly disclosing the original evidence data, but still providing an easy
3

Cryptographic hash functions (NIST - Information Technology Laboratory 2012) are one-way functions
that generate from a given arbitrary piece of data a fixed-length value (also commonly designated
checksum, digital fingerprint, hash digest or simply hash). Cryptographic hash functions are ideally
collision resistant, meaning that two different sets of data should produce different values.
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access to those elements, upon request, in situations of a thorough verification. Moreover, any
temperance will be unavoidably detectable by direct inspection of its digest against the recorded version:
a hash recalculation would inevitably result in a different value.
EvidenceElements: set of references to the elements of evidence collectable from monitored sources,
consisting of their checksums, and complemented by the resource identifier of each element.
EvidenceElements ∶= {𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡1 , 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡2 , … },
with each element consisting of the 2-tuple:

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 ∶= (𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑈𝑅𝐼𝑖 , ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖 ))
This information is assembled as a structured and standardized set of data, composing a record, as in
the Figure 5. The standardization of collected information eases the completeness of evidence and
allows for easier and more efficient verification processes, in particular for automation, as any other
aspect of the automation of the framework.

Figure 5. Records Format and References to Evidence Elements

We proposed in a previous deliverable a method for public verification of records integrity based on
time-linked chains and the publication of the hash digests in a public verifiable media. In this refinement
of the framework of evidence we just reinforce the need of public verifiable methods of integrity
assurance, and rely on A4Cloud proposed tools to assure such security features to state of the art
methods provide by the Transparency Log, detailed, and performance benchmarked in deliverable D:D5.2 (Pulls 2014).

4.2

Cryptographic Proofs

The framework of evidence also includes cryptographic proofs and mathematical procedures that
provide the assurance of the correct behaviour of cloud actors. In particular, these proofs give assurance
of the fulfilment of the obligations related to the processing and storage of data by CSPs. In conjunction
with logs, cryptographic proofs intend to provide irrefutable evidence of the occurrence or nonoccurrence of an action or an event [ISO/IEC 10181-4]4.
Cryptographic proofs are provided by the cloud and generated upon requests issued by data subjects
or auditors. On reception of such requests, data controllers and/or data processors are required to
produce these proofs and to send them back to the requesters for verification. Cloud actors also keep
a record of this challenge-response procedure. Verification of the proofs is usually a task performed by
the data owner, the data subject or an external auditor. The result of the verification process can also
be recorded in our framework of evidence.
Cryptographic proofs provide an instantaneous assurance of correct behaviour from CSPs, verifiable at
any point in time. Legal and contractual obligations make such proofs of paramount importance. Indeed
4

http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=23615 (accessed 18/12/2014)
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service providers are responsible for providing appropriate security and privacy safeguards to the data
they collect, process or store. Similarly, data controllers are also responsible to provide upon request
evidence on their data processing practices. Cryptographic proofs should convince any auditor about
the correct processing of data and should not be disputable. Therefore, they fit well in the record
framework described above. Indeed, during the generation of the cryptographic proofs, corresponding
records can be generated and stored according to the record framework so that during an audit that
requires the collection of cryptographic proofs, one can be ensured that the proofs cannot be repudiated.
Cryptographic proofs are of several types and address particular issues in cloud computing. In this
section we describe two kinds of proofs that focus on two services offered by the cloud - storage and
computation:
Cryptographic proofs of storage – Data outsourcing is one of the basic services supplied by the cloud.
One may be concerned by the integrity and the availability of its outsourced data stored in the cloud.
Cryptographic proofs that aim at remotely ensuring the correct storage of data consist of an evidence of
the compliance with obligations related to data integrity and availability. A basic technique involves
Message Authentication Codes (MAC). These cryptographic checksums represent the evidence that
the data has not been tempered with. The data owner computes the MACs on its data (using
cryptographic keyed hash functions) and stores both the data and its MAC to the cloud. At a later time,
a verifier, who wants to check that the outsourced data has not been modified or deleted, retrieves the
data and checks the data with the retrieved MAC, thereby providing the integrity assurance. However
this solution has an important drawback in the context of cloud computing: high costs. The verifier has
to retrieve the whole data to perform the integrity check, inducing important communication costs. One
may think of dividing the data into blocks and to compute the MACs on each block. But this modification
induces an important storage burden at the cloud since it has to store a number of MACs linear to the
number of blocks in the data.
Recent techniques address the efficiency issue faced by the MAC-based solution. These techniques
generate the proofs of storage based on a request sent by a verifier, and ensure with a high probability
that the cloud stores the outsourced data as expected. The notion of Proof of Data Possession (PDP)
was introduced by Ateniese et al. (2007) and enables a verifier to verify the integrity of its data
outsourced to the cloud in an efficient way, that is far more efficient than the basic solution presented
above. In a PDP scheme, the data owner computes homomorphic authenticators as check-values for
each data block. To verify that the cloud still possesses the outsourced data, the verifier asks the cloud
for tags of randomly chosen blocks. The cloud generates a proof based on the targeted blocks and their
respective authenticators. Due to their homomorphic properties, the cloud is able to aggregate the
proofs leading to optimized communication costs.
Similarly, the notion of Proof of Retrievability (POR) was introduced by Juels and Kaliski Jr (2007) and
adds to PDP an additional property which is retrievability. The data owner can actually recover the
outsourced data even if small errors are detected in the data. This is possible thanks to the application
of an error-correcting code to the data before it is outsourcing. The PDP and POR solutions have the
advantage to optimize the costs on both sides: the data owner only needs to store the keying material
that was generated before the outsourcing of the data and the cloud performs light computations to build
the proofs. Besides, the sending of request for proofs and their corresponding responses induce light
communication overhead.
Cryptographic proofs of computation – The other main service offered by cloud is to provide
computing resources to “weak” customers whose resources are limited. These clients are able to
outsource their computationally intensive tasks to the cloud. However, they lose their control on the
outsourced computation and they lack transparency from the cloud. Therefore they should be enabled
to verify the correctness of the result of the outsourced computation with the requirement that the
verification costs do not exceed the ones induced by the outsourced task itself. A certain number of
techniques provide evidence for correctness of the result. This aims at proving the compliance or the
non-compliance of the cloud provider with the obligation to process the data as specified in policies.
In this work we are particularly interested in Proofs of Retrievability. We think they may consist of
valuable evidence for the compliance or non-compliance with cloud’s obligations to correctly store the
data outsourced by their customers. We focus on and integrate the PORs in our framework of evidence.
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Nonetheless, we think that cryptographic proofs of computation should also be provided as possible
evidence as future work.

4.2.1

Proofs of Retrievability

A proof of retrievability protocol is developed as part of the A4Cloud project as a demonstrative evidence
of retrievability of data for data subjects and cloud services’ end-users. That is a case of a cryptographic
algorithm intended to be used directly by the data owners, the data subjects or by the auditors. This
procedure is a dynamic operation, requested to the cloud provider as many times as the data subjects
desire, and resulting in an immediate and direct response – the proof of retrievability.
Legal and contractual obligations justify the need for POR. Indeed, controllers are responsible to the
data subjects for the security and privacy of the personal data they collect. POR provides a way to check
the integrity and availability of the collected data. Moreover, processors are accountable to the
controllers for, upon request, providing evidence on their data processing practices. We thus consider
POR as evidence of data processors’ storage practices.
In a nutshell, a POR protocol uses cryptographic techniques that allow a verifier to check that its data is
correctly stored (meaning that it is not modified nor deleted) without having a copy of the file in its local
storage. POR is a probabilistic solution in the sense that the received proofs assures, with a certain
probability, that the data is correctly stored. This probability is parameterizable in function of the
probability of corruption on the data and other parameters akin to the POR algorithm.
A POR protocol consists of an interaction between a verifier (data subject, data owner, auditor) and a
prover (the entity that stores the data). Before outsourcing the data, the data owner processes the data
to enable the retrievability verification. In POR algorithms, an error-correcting code, such as ReedSolomon codes (Reed and Solomon 1960), is applied to the data in order to detect and correct small
corruption in the data that may not be detected via the POR protocol. Then, the data owner computes
some metadata that will be used for the proof generation by the prover. These metadata may consist in
authentication tags that are computed for each block of data and stored in the cloud, or in sentinel
values, which are special blocks inserted in random positions in the data and which will help checking
the retrievability. At certain point of time, the verifier sends a request for proofs of retrievability of that
particular data to the prover. The latter responds with the proofs targeted by the request. Therefore the
proofs may consist of an aggregation of tags or a collection of sentinel blocks. The verifier analyses the
received proofs and makes a decision about the retrievability of the targeted data.
StealthGuard (Azraoui et al. 2014) is proposed as an efficient and provably secure POR scheme.
StealthGuard makes use of a privacy-preserving word search algorithm to search, as part of a POR
query, for randomly-valued blocks called watchdogs that are inserted in random positions in the data
before outsourcing. Thanks to the privacy-preserving feature of the word search, neither the cloud
provider nor a third party intruder can guess which watchdog is queried in each POR query. Similarly,
the responses to POR queries are also obfuscated. Hence to answer correctly to every new set of POR
queries, the cloud provider has to retain the data in its entirety. In addition, StealthGuard relies on an
error-correcting code to detect and correct small corruption in the data. Compared to existing work on
POR, our protocol induces light computations at the client side and does not require the cloud provider
to send back the data for verification. Furthermore, the verifier can launch an unbounded number of
queries without updating the data with new watchdogs, since the cloud provider does not know which
watchdogs are targeted by the POR queries thanks to the privacy-preserving word search. Details of
StealthGuard can be found in Azraoui et al. (2014) and in deliverable D38.3 (Reich and Rübsamen
2015) .
We integrate our POR protocol in the Framework of Evidence presented in this document. The FoE will
monitor the event of a POR instance by creating a set of records that will give account of the issued
POR queries and responses in a non-disputable manner. When a verifier wants to checks the
retrievability of a particular piece of data, he/she will issue a POR query. A record will be created by the
record collector with the attributes described in the previous section. Similarly, when the prover
generates the requested proofs and sends them back to the verifier, a record will be issued and stored
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in the record database, giving account of the POR procedure. Table 2 lists the attributes that are
recorded for such an event.
Action = (POR_query,timestamp)
Actor = (Verifier_ID)
SupportingElements = hash(POR_Query)
elements contained in the POR query, such as a cryptographic nonce, the ID of the
Metadata =
data targeted by the query
PoliciesRef = reference to the policy that specifies rules on the storage integrity
Table 2. Record for a POR Query

Table 3. Record for a POR Response
Action
Actor
SupportingElements
Metadata
PoliciesRef

=
=
=
=
=

(POR_response,timestamp)
(Prover_ID)
hash(POR_response)
reference to the policy that specifies rules on the storage integrity

In addition to these two records, a third record that traces the verification process done by the verifier
on reception of the POR responses from the prover can be issued. These records are stored in the
record database and can be analysed at any moment by an auditor. Along with the proofs of retrievability
themselves, an auditor can be interested in checking the corresponding records as evidence of a correct
POR instance. This can be particularly valuable when a cloud customer blames the cloud service
provider for not correctly storing its data: the auditor may check whether this customer has indeed issued
correct POR queries and whether the cloud POR responses indeed violate the storage policy. As
records are not disputable the auditor will validate or invalidate the customer’s claim.

4.3

Secure Transport and Storage

The requirements identified for the framework of evidence in Section 3.5 also highlight the need for
secure transport and storage of evidence in the framework of evidence. Additionally, privacy protection
in this process is utmost importance, since the collected data is likely to contain personal data. In the
following, we summarise and present the key security and privacy principles that need to be considered
for evidence transport and storage:







Confidentiality of data evolves around mechanisms for the protection from unwanted and
unauthorised access. Typically, cryptographic concepts, such as encryption, are used to ensure
confidentiality. By encrypting our evidence store, compromising the privacy of cloud customer
data that has been collected in the evidence collection processes becomes almost impossible
by attacking the evidence store directly. This goes as far as being able to safely outsource the
evidence store to an untrusted third-party. Regarding the flow of evidence, records are
encrypted at the evidence source by the collector, stored encrypted, and only decrypted by the
evidence processor or auditor. Furthermore, additional safeguards are introduced like transport
layer encryption (e.g., TLS) to protect data in transit.
Data Minimisation states that the collection of personal data should be minimised and limited to
only what is strictly necessary. This helps preventing several types of information leaks related
to storing and accessing data. Evidence record collectors (as described in Figure 4) are always
configured for a specific task (e.g., evidence collection for a certain obligation described in the
input policy), which is very limited in scope of what needs to be collected. Evidence collectors
are never configured to arbitrarily collect data, but are always limited to a specific evidence
source. When collecting evidence at a SIEM solution, vast amounts of data become available.
Collectors must address this by collecting aggregated (by the SIEM tool) events or limit the
amount of requested data according to what is required by the policy.
Data integrity, states that evidence may not be manipulated in any way and must be protected
against any kind of tampering (willingly and accidentally). This requires the implementation of
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safeguards for ensuring the order of events (e.g., a trusted time-stamping authority) and
detectability of data deletion or other kinds of manipulation.
Purpose Binding of personal data entails that personal data should only be used for the
purposes it was collected for. Evidence records are automatically collected for the purpose of
auditing. The use of evidence records is limited to the automatic process. However, a misuse
by for instance a malicious auditor with sufficient privileges to request evidence records is not
prevented.
Retention Time is concerned with how long personal data may be stored and used, before it
needs to be deleted. These periods are usually defined by legal and business requirements. In
cloud computing, the precise location of a data object is usually not directly available, i.e., the
actual storage medium used to store a particular block is unknown, thus making data deletion
hard. However, if data has been encrypted before storage, a reasonably safe way to ensure
“deletion” is discarding the key material required for decryption. Therefore, this requirement is
closely linked to the confidentiality principle and can be achieved by integrating cryptographic
schemes such as TL (for implementation details see Rübsamen, Pulls, and Reich 2015, and
deliverable DC8.3, Reich and Rübsamen 2015).

Auditing and Automation

Cloud computing brings along new challenges regarding data security, privacy and auditability. Whereas
enterprises were able to quantify their systems security level in non-cloud service provision scenarios
this no longer feasible. The lack of control about cloud resources prevents some businesses with
rigorous security requirements to move to the cloud. The main disadvantage is the current lack of
auditability and certifications when it comes to cloud service provision.
IT security standards5 describe security controls, which should be implemented in order to be compliant.
Furthermore, custom requirements regarding how customer-owned data should be handled in the cloud
can be defined. Cloud audits try to provide assurance about the correct implementation of appropriate
controls.
The Audit Agent System (AAS) is a software agent-based cloud audit solution, which enables auditors
to assure cloud providers are adhering regulatory requirements, information security standards, best
practices as well as custom policies. AAS is designed to enable verification of compliance by automating
evidence collection, testing procedures and reporting.

5.1

Audit Process

The cloud audit process implemented by AAS comprises of two main processes: a) evidence collection
and b) automated auditing.
a) The evidence collection process builds an information base, which includes required information to
conduct audits. This includes the collection of operational evidence (how data is processed in the system
demonstrated by logs and other monitoring information), documented evidence (documentation for
procedures, standards, policies), configuration evidence (are systems configures as expected),
accountability controls, deployed accountability tools and correct implementation of an accountability
process. Evidence is not collected purposelessly but requires a distinct reason. This reason is defined
in an audit policy. An audit policy is directly mapped to an accountability obligation for which the
compliance status shall be checked.

5

Such as PCI-DSS, COBIT, ISO/IEC 27001, FedRAMP, HIPAA, CSA CCM or NIST SP800-53A.
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b) Audits in general can be performed periodically, on-demand or continuously. One of the major
problems of periodical audits in cloud computing is the dynamic change of the infrastructure and
therefore, the risk of missing critical violations or incidents, if the interval is too big.

Figure 6: Audit Process

With respect to cloud audits, we follow the following audit process:
1. Planning Phase: Audit policies are derived from the input policy (e.g., an A-PPL policy), which
form an automatic audit plan. Audit tasks define the evidence collection and steps for analysis,
i.e. which evidence has to be collected and how it should be analysed.
2. Securing Phase: Install evidence collection for audit trail collection. Evidence is collected from
the evidence sources according to what has been defined in phase 1.
3. Analysis Phase: Automatic evaluation of the collected evidence according to the defined
policies, which results in a statement about (non-) compliance with supporting evidence for that
claim.
4. Presentation Phase: Presentation in an Audit Dashboard and/or generation of a humanreadable document, which includes all processed audit tasks including their results.
Figure 6 depicts these different phases of auditing. An audit policy serves as the main input to the audit
process, where collected evidence is analysed. As a result, an audit report is generated, which can take
the form of a web-based dashboard presenting policy violations or a notification of other components
about policy compliance and violations.
With respect to the AAS, audit agents are used to collect evidence from the various sources of evidence.
The collected information is then stored inside the evidence repository. The heterogeneity of formats of
the evidence sources (e.g. different log formats) is addressed by evidence collectors transforming
evidence into evidence records.

5.2

Relation to the Framework of Evidence

The framework of evidence forms the conceptual basis for the AAS, which represents an actual
implementation of key parts of the framework, such as:
 The evidence collection process: the framework of evidence describes a comprehensive
monitoring system for capturing evidence from the various phases of the accountability
lifecycle. Therefore, evidence is generated at a myriad of different sources in heterogeneous
formats. AAS addresses both challenges by allowing the collection of evidence at a wide range
of sources by leveraging software agents. The collection agents can be regarded as small
probes that can be deployed on-demand in the cloud infrastructure to collect from a specific
data source. The collection agent is always specialized on specific evidence sources, to extract
enough information from the source (e.g., a log entry) for generating evidence records. In this
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sense, the agents do not produce evidence themselves, but rather collect evidence that is
already produced any way and build a homogenous base of evidence records in the same
format.
The evidence evaluation process: the evidence evaluation process as described in the
framework of evidence is also implemented by software agents in AAS. Evaluation agents are
specialized on the evaluation of accountability obligations by analysing evidence records.
Therefore, evaluation agents are typically assigned to multiple evidence collection agents. The
result of this process is statement of (possible) compliance of violation of policies. In many
cases, it won’t be possible to have an exact statement but manual review will be required.
However, a strong tendency is reported by the evaluation process.
The evidence storage mechanism: the evidence storage mechanism is crucial with respect to
accountability properties of the framework of evidence itself. The use of Transparency Log as
a means for securely storing evidence records while adhering to privacy and data protection
requirements. Therefore, the AAS implements TL internally as the evidence store and thereby
is able to significantly improve the protection of evidence records that may contain sensitive
information.
The evidence storage format: the evidence storage format described in the framework of
evidence is used in AAS to store evidence records in TL.

At more detailed look at the technical details of AAS, its processes, components and how concepts of
the framework of evidence can be implemented are described in Deliverable D38.3 (Reich and
Rübsamen 2015).

5.3

Presentation and Audit Reports

Audit reports can take different forms of presentation. The most common format is a document that
includes the audit results. This kind of documents can be (to some degree) generated automatically.
These types of reports are commonly used when periodic audits are performed. In a manual audit
process this document is created based on the documentation of the audit process and results by the
auditor. However, since AAS aims for as much automation as possible, such reports are also generated
automatically based on the violation/compliance as well as according evidence data generated in the
system.
Another way of presenting audit results is a web-based dashboard, which is a more suitable approach
when the results of continuous audits need to be presented. The dashboard presents the same
information as a generated report but is more dynamic in visual representation and provides an auditor
with the means for performing audits on-demand and immediate feedback about the result.

5.4

Integration with A4Cloud Tools

Evidence collection and auditing are expected respectively in the operational phase, and the audit and
validation stage. Logically, the main interactions with the evidence framework are the tools that operate
at these stages, namely the A-PPL engine (A-PPLE), the data transfer monitor tool (DTMT), and the
audit agent system (AAS). The Transparency Log (TL) is the tool used globally by the A4Cloud toolkit,
where advanced features for secure and privacy-preserving one-way communication channel between
servers are required.
Mainly A4Cloud tools, but also any other tools, such as SIEM solutions or other security and monitoring
mechanisms, can be considered sources of evidence, and as such viewed as evidence producers. A
small set of the A4Cloud toolkit is a direct consumer of evidence records, interacting with the evidence
storage via the AAS. In particular, AAS sends notifications and alerts to A-PPLE for further enforcement
actions, and as such A-PPLE is both a consumer and producer of evidence interfaces.
The flow of evidence data and evidence processes within those tools is schematized in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Integration with A4Cloud Toolkit

DTMT and POR – are fundamental sources for evidence on the accountability of data processing in the
cloud, along with other machine-generated logs, or on-the-fly cryptographic methods as proofs of
retrievability.
AAS – Collection Agents: monitoring of logs generation, A-PPLE, DTMT and POR outputs, and
assemblage of evidence records, including the origin of the evidence elements for its accountability.
TL – Secure transport, and secure, privacy-aware layer for evidence, including trusted timestamps,
encryption, anonymisation of data and digital signatures of the sender.
AAS – Audit Policy Agents: Evidence processing, verification and presentation.
The position of the A-PPLE and AAS in the production and consumption of evidence during their
respective processes, enforcement and audit, is represented in the figure below.
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Figure 8. A-PPLE and Evidence Collection via AAS

The results of any enforcement by the A-PPLE are logged by the engine, and passed to its associated
collector agent, that process this output by creating an associated evidence record. On the other hand,
during later audits, evidence records are accessed by the AAS, usually requested by date or period, or
by policy reference, depending on the compliance check, and as result of the verification against the
applicable policies, retrieved from the A-PPLE, further enforcement may be need. In such cases the
AAS with push notifications and alerts to A-PPLE to further actions, and if needed consequent interaction
with other tools, for example remediation tools from the A4Cloud toolkit.
The transport and storage of evidence records are processed, within the scope of A4Cloud tools, by the
TL, following the scheme represented in the Figure 9.

Figure 9. Transparency Log Containers and Access Scheme

The TL stores the evidence records in TL containers referenced by and ID-key, the policyID, and
providing integrity of evidence and publicly verifiable proofs, encryption, anonymisation and unlinkability
of events, timestamping, etc. Records can be accessed by authorized agents for later verification and
evidence evaluation, retrieved as it was mentioned before by the ID-key or time periods.

5.5

Evidence in Service Supply Chains

Cloud service provision can present complex scenarios, where multiple service providers are chained
for composition of services. There may be horizontal chains of SaaS providers, as well as vertical chains
down to PaaS and IaaS providers. Additionally, some services might span multiple roles. So, within the
service provision chains, cloud service providers (CSP) may have multiple roles, i.e. they can be both
cloud customers and cloud providers. Typically, these chains are hidden from the customer. The cloud
consumers have no influence on the choice of third party services chosen by the CSP. Also, details
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about the actual integration of such services are not made transparent beyond documentation of parties
involved in service provision. Cloud customers want to ensure that service delivery chains of cloud
providers are in compliance with policies and SLAs.
In complex cloud ecosystem, a cloud auditor is introduced to monitor the activities between cloud
consumers and organisational cloud customers, and between those and CSPs. From a conceptual point
of view of evidence collection, analysis and presentation to the interested stakeholders, this kind of
scenario has its major issues relative to privacy of data, business confidentiality and sharing information
to third parties. Assuming the auditor is a trusted entity agreed by all stakeholders as a trustable
mediator, it is unconvincing to consider that organizations will be willing to lightly share all information
about their internal business practices and strategies (even with the ultimate incentive of providing
accountability of services and practices).
In that approach the framework considers the gathering of evidence on a service provider basis, in the
format that was introduced, collected to audit processes, and presented (or made assessable) to
interested and authorized stakeholders via web dashboards, or as part of the cloud providers’ accounts.
In a chain of service suppliers the relation between any two actors is well defined. Each one will be
either a consumer or a provider of a given service. An audit trail in a service supply chain must in that
case be comprised of the composition of the audit trails from each cloud provider. Time-ordered and
policy-bounded sequences of records, providing chronological sequence, constitute the audit trail from
a single provider. From the perspective of multiple providers, the full sequence of events, can be properly
reconstructed by authorized auditors from the different traces, aligned and compared, reflecting the
recorded timestamps, and verifiable (including the origin and integrity of source) by available protocols,
and the result of the analysis reflected in audit reports, the only information that is passed and shared
between the different cloud actors.
Presentation of information describing data, process or operations, must be carefully allowed to
authorized and contractually specified actors only (as auditors, controllers or Data Protection
Authorities) with the assurance of existent supporting elements of evidence within the organizations that
can demonstrate the occurrence or not of the recorded actions. Evidence referring to data processing,
may be presented exclusively to the data subjects and, accessed by designated resource and after
proper authentication. It important to stress that this information, originated eventually in different
providers and presented to cloud customers through the cloud auditor must necessarily be defined,
stated in SLAs and with agreement of all involved partly upon a legal contractual basis.

6

Evidence Processing and Verification

Verification of evidence allows for checking if processes and services are functioning appropriately and
effectively, and ultimately to support assurance to external parties and interested stakeholders of correct
behaviour, and responsible action in course of incidents or breaches.
Figure 10, from the Initial Reference Architecture, D42.3 (Gittler et al. 2015), relates the flow of
accountability artefacts with their purpose in the accountability model.
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Figure 10. Flow of Accountability Artefacts

Directly related to the policies that describe the obligations elicited from contractual agreements and
applicable regulations, there must be a collection of evidence elements (as logs, or any other type of
execution traces) and a procedure to map this information, like the proposed evidence records.
Verification happens as a process on top of those artefacts, where the analysis and reasoning upon
recorded observation of events, correlated with what was agreed, leads to the demonstration of
correctness (or otherwise, non-compliance), reflecting on the audit reports produced, and respectively
in the providers’ accounts.
Verification is part of the audit process expected in the service provision, internally for corrective checks,
or by external trusted agents, as part of the general process of validation of the accountability of a cloud
provider.
Sadiq, Governatori, and Namiri, 2007, and Lu, Sadiq, and Governatori, 2008, list two main approaches
in business process compliance. The traditional audits executed by external parts and specialized
consultants are executed as an “after-the-fact” process of manual checks. There is clearly a growing
approach to introduce some level of automation in the verification and detection process, demonstrated
by the growth of compliance software and on-line services, including automated generation of audit
reports against predefined (usually hard-coded) checks based on service specifications. The major
advantage of this automation lies, besides the reduction of cost involving expensive specialized
consultants, in the possibility of real time, “on-the-fact” checking, permitting a much faster response to
problems, from their assessment, to mitigation of impact on services, and short remediation times.

6.1

Verification for Compliance

At an abstract level auditing is checking if a trace is compliant with a given usage policy. Considering a
temporal logic context, as it is used in the AccLab tool, it means that the simple and perfect audit logs
all events and uses the logic to check if a trace satisfies a formula. Related to this point, we already
have efficient algorithms and tools like (Rosu and Havelund 2005; Barringer and Havelund 2011), theory
related to finite traces (Giacomo, Masellis, and Montali 2014), and approaches allowing matching
explanations like (Sulzmann and Zechner 2012). However, in practice auditing is much more different
because of cost and technical reasons. Not all events are logged and only some specific events are of
interest for the auditor. A trace is generally not a global trace in a distributed system but rather several
local traces. Thus we should define an adequate mechanism that is as automated as possible.
The current approach can be linked with the work in Halpern and Weissman, 2008. In this paper the
authors describe a way to reason about policies and their consistency. A policy describes the conditions
under which an action is permitted or forbidden and the authors show that first-order logic can be used
to represent and reason about policies. They further restrict the fragment (called Lithium) resulting in a
language that is still quite expressive yet is also tractable. Questions about authorisations and policy
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consistency can be answered in time that is a low-order polynomial (indeed, almost linear in some
cases). To optimize the above solution it is possible to adapt the approach from
Halpern and Weissman 2008.
An abstract model for the verification process was suggested in the previous deliverable DC8.1
(Wlodarczyk and Pais 2014), oriented by the scheme below:
Record
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Metadata
PolicyID

Policy
Obligations
Actions
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OBSERVED
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EXPECTED
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Action
Access authorizations

Actors
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Figure 11. Scheme…of a Verification Process

We present a formalism, based on AAL syntax and the evidence record format, which can provide a
basis for automated mechanism of compliance checks, having as input sequences of records as traces,
and machine-readable policies expressed in an adequate language for description of accountability
obligations like A-PPL. We assume some predefined types and describe the syntax of our constructions
and then the semantics.
The principal specifications from policies implicit in compliance checking are rules and obligations. Thus,
it is important to precise what those are, and how can they be expressed in a more rigorous way. The
informal meaning we want to catch is as follows.
A rule is a particular statement (a predicate) concerning the target of a policy and expressing
permissions and interdictions.
e.g., all relatives can write in all files; relative(sandra) can only read; the hospital can delete files if data
retention period expired; etc.
Rules apply always or in defined time periods, but they are not directly dependent of future events,
meaning: upon observance (or a request for) of an action is possible to verify immediately if it is
satisfiable or not, without requirement of further records.
An obligation is a definition of an expected action upon some event or time trigger,
e.g., must delete files - if 2 years older; if file accessed - notify owner, etc.
Obligations are time dependent: upon a trigger event the obligation can only be verified for compliance
with the expected action in the future observed/recorded, and consequently, at least these 2 events
must be analysed together, including other in-between times (hence the need for a trace with timeordered records) for completeness.

6.1.1

Syntax

We assume some predefined types, build some constants for these types (Actor, Resource,
TimeStamp) and also define variables. We will follow the conventions in Prolog: constants are lower-
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case identifiers and variables begin with an upper-case letter. As usual in logic programming with Prolog,
variables are implicitly universally quantified.
The following types were previously defined, within in the evidence record format specifications. The
same meaning is naturally kept in this formalism; we list them briefly for convenience.
Actor: a set of identifiers that represents the entities being involved in the system: humans as well as
computing processes (data subject, controller, auditor, etc.)
Action: a set of action names performed by the entities involved in the system.
Resource: represents a general data type for files, service records, etc.
TimeStamp: represents points in time (real numbers)
Event: represents an action performed by an agent on a resource.
Evidence: URL or URI or general file descriptor location where we can find the logs.
More formally, the syntax of an event can be expressed,
Event ::= Actor "." Action ["[" Actor "]"] "(" Resource* ")"
A record is then,
Record ::= {Event X Timestamp X Evidence}
representing an event, respective timestamp, and evidence element.
A trace can be noted by a sequence 𝑟1 , . .. , 𝑟𝑛 = (𝑒1 , 𝑡1 , 𝑒𝑣1 ), . .. , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝑡𝑛 , 𝑒𝑣𝑛 ) of tuples event, time
stamps, and evidence.
Trace ::= Sequence[Event X TimeStamp X Evidence]
We assume that it is ordered on increasing time instant, (FORALL 𝑖 < 𝑛 implies 𝑡𝑖 < 𝑡𝑖+1 ), and we note:
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒((𝑒1 , 𝑡1 , 𝑒𝑣1 ), … , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝑡𝑛 , 𝑒𝑣𝑛 )) = 𝑡𝑛
A simple illustrative example, based on the first business Use Case; assuming that the service providers
are accountable, or at least they explicitly want to be, and a monitoring mechanism (like AAS in our
implementation) that can record the time and actor’s identity in such events (in the records) and relate
to some evidence (in the system) that support the observation.
The CSP notifies by email the data owner about an access (by doctorX, in this example) to a resource
(a medical record):
...
event_i: doctorX.write[PatientY](medical_record)
record_i: {event_i, timestamp_i, evidence_i={REF1, REF2}}
evidence_i={REF1->medical_record.metadata, REF2->access_log}
...
event_j: data_controler.notify[patientY]data_accessed(medical_record)
record_j: {event_j, timestamp_j, evidence_j={REF1, REF2}}
evidence_j: {REF1->mail_log, REF2->record_i}
...
A rule can define a set of permissions or a set of prohibitions. Note that we can interpret an interdiction
as the negation of a permission, and that we expect the following property: "If an action occurs then it is
permitted".
Rule ::= ("PERMIT" | "DENY:") Event IF Condition
Condition: A condition is a Boolean combination of events and predicates over resources and actors.
We can write condition like, e. g.:
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𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑀𝐼𝑇 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡. 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑑) 𝐼𝐹 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔(2𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠).
A fact is a closed information about an agent or a data. It results from a condition in which variables are
instantiated by constants that is a ground term of the algebra. Such a fact can be defined using the
notion of substitution (Var/ct) as:
FACT ::= Condition[Var1/ct1, ..., Varn/ctn]
The notion of first order substitution is classic in Prolog and term rewriting. These facts are extracted or
obtained from the context (either in logs, or in metadata attached to policies or provided by the processor
or controllers).
Obligations represent the action to be done and that will be logged to support evidence. We will call a
"trigger" a condition specific to an action, which must (or must not) happen.
Obligation ::= Exp ("MUST" | "MUSTNOT:") Event "DELAY:" Interval
Interval: a type construction denoting time constraints in an abstract way.
This type is provided with a predicate check: Interval TimeStamp -> Boolean, checking if the date is
compliant with the interval. We assume that the function:
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦(𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
computes the end of the time interval of the obligation. MUSTNOT is a negation of an event, which
explicitly should not happen upon a given trigger, and that corresponds to the logical negation of an
equivalent MUST construction.
Policy: this represents the set of the real policies (usage policy),
Policy ::= Rule* Obligation*
A policy will be written as 𝑅1 , . .. , 𝑅𝑛 , 𝑂1 , . .. , 𝑂𝑚 and it can be interpreted as a conjunction of clauses.
6.1.2

Semantics

For any obligation 𝑂(𝑟𝑖 ), there must exist a record ahead in the trace (𝑗 > 𝑖), which meets the obligation.
As an example, from the e-healthcare use case, upon a record of Sandra, a relative, reads a file from
patient Kim,
I. the action is valid (kim allowed all relatives to read his resources)
II. the hospital has 2 obligations defined, log and notify, and as such, for compliance, a (later) record
for each obligation must exist, showing the related log and notify actions.
Thus we should check that:
actions in obligations are compliant with the authorization rules, and
each obligation has been realized and a compliant record exists.
The principle is to interpret events as closed terms and rule and obligations as first order formulas. Then
verifying that a record is compliant with a policy is a problem of logic satisfiability.
We will note,
𝐺⊨𝐹
meaning that if the formula 𝐹 is satisfiable in the context of the formula 𝐺. Formally, it is first-order
satisfiability which we assume to be well-known.
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The compliance between authorizations and actions can be formalized as follows.
Let us define INV as the invariant expressing that if an action occurs it is permitted. Formally,
𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑀𝑃𝐿𝐼𝐸𝑆 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑀𝐼𝑇 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡),
since we have a finite set of actions the INV formula can be easily defined as a first-order conjunction.
Checking the compliance of an obligation 𝑂 = (𝑒𝑥𝑝 => 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡) with some rules is:
(𝑂 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠) ⊨ 𝐼𝑁𝑉.
Let 𝑒, 𝑡 an event and a time instant, which is the main component of a record; we note,
𝑒, 𝑡 ⊨ 𝐹,
meaning that the event (e) at time (t) satisfies the formula 𝐹.
Checking that obligations (𝑂𝑖 ) are satisfied is:
𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿 𝑂𝑖 , 𝐸𝑋𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑆 𝑒, 𝑡

𝑒, 𝑡 ⊨ 𝑂𝑖

More precisely, with 𝑂𝑖 = (𝑒𝑥𝑝, 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦) this means that
𝑒, 𝑡 ⊨ 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘(𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦, 𝑡)
In fact the above checking for obligation is not sufficient. Consider the obligation,
𝑀𝑈𝑆𝑇 𝐾𝑖𝑚. 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑑) 𝐷𝐸𝐿𝐴𝑌: [10 . . 12].
If we have logs until 9 or 11 we cannot be sure about the enforcement of this obligation, but if we have
logs from 0 to 14 then we could check this obligation. Thus we should add a constraint.
Let 𝑇 be a trace such that,
𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿 𝑂𝑖 𝐼𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦(𝑂𝑖 ) ≤ 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 𝐸𝑋𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑆 𝑒, 𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑇,
𝑒, 𝑡 ⊨ 𝑂𝑖
A violation can be either static:
- there are inconsistencies between permissions and interdictions or an action is possible but not
authorized;
or either, it can be a dynamic violation:
- the system is consistent, but dynamically one event (or its absence) is contradicting an obligation.
Statically checking the compliance between permissions and actions ensures that if the implementation
is faithful then the access control is perfect. But security is not always perfect and this is where
accountability can provide some value. In this case we can dynamically check the compliance of an
action with the permission rules, by extending the second formula with the first formula.

6.2

Automated Verification

The A-PPL Engine is mainly used in policy enforcement, but policy monitoring is also possible since
triggers can be defined and raise some obligations. However, auditing needed for true accountability is
different since it usually occurs after a violation (a posteriori) not as soon as a violation happens. Thus
an a posteriori auditing system is needed, this is the role of the AAS system. To pave the way for
automating the audit step we presented in the previous section a formalism based on first-order logic.
This formal model was prototyped with Prolog and demonstrates the pertinence of the approach. It
provided a general way to audit a system rather independent from involved agents, their behaviours and
the policies. However, we did not discuss several issues regarding an efficient implementation. This
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formal model takes some inspiration from the AAL grammar but the objective is only the audit process
(while AAL is used to specify policies in an abstract way). While it is perfectly possible to implement the
audit automation based on AAL in the AccLab tool we do not consider it as best way to demonstrate its
concrete realization. Rather, we will based our audit automated prototype on the real data laying at the
enforcement level, that is exploiting the A-PPL language.
The verification process through audits is then an a posteriori process, after events occurred and based
on the traces elaborated by monitoring tools and evidence collected. A posteriori mechanism make it
possible to deal with obligations, as it is noted, e.g., by Thion and Le Metayer, 2011. It allows the access
to periods of time upon request, covered by evidence records, necessary to the observation of the
fulfilment of obligations, and making possible the compliance checking.
The general scheme for the automatable verification is presented in Figure 12, executed by an
automated reasoner, the evaluator, querying a knowledge-base built upon obligations, rules, and facts
extracted from A-PPL policies, recurring to a parser and the defined grammar.

A-PPL dependent

(Policy language agnostic)
in time
Veriﬁcation

Evidence
Record

Parser
+
Grammar

Compliance
/ violation

Extractor
Policy
A-PPL

KB

Evaluator

<.XML>

.prolog

.prolog
Compliance
/ violation
Evidence
Evidence
Record
Evidence
Record
Record

a posteriori
Veriﬁcation

Figure 12. Compliance Verification

We assume that accountability obligations are expressed in A-PPL, the accountability policy language
developed within the A4Cloud project to express obligations and accountability policies. Information in
policies is retrieved to a knowledge base by the extractor module, reflecting the defined grammar. The
values of the different attributes in any applicable policies (for every specific case) are parsed, possibly
a one-time process, and collected in a format understandable by the evaluator module (in Prolog as an
example). The construction of the knowledge base, based on a defined formal language, clearly doesn’t
depend on the policy language itself, but on its syntax and expressivity. The complexity of obligations
and norms, pose one of the biggest problems in transfer human-readable policies into a machinereadable expression, which hardly can provide full coverage for the real policies. However, the
translation of those to knowledge bases is been reported a direct, one-to-one process (Backes, Diirmuth,
and Karjot 2004; Chesani et al. 2009), with implementations based on EPAL and CLIMB languages.
Butin, Chicote, and Le Métayer, 2013 in their accountability analysis using PPL policies (upon each APPL is based), indicate that insufficient events’ logged information, is a more critical factor in compliance
checking, which we aim to cover with the format introduced for the evidence records.
In time verification allows the validation of observed events against accesses rules; this is part of the
verification mechanism, eventually overlapping partially enforcement mechanisms in place, necessary
to ensure a static verification as defined above – if a possible action is authorized. The verification
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process however needs to take longer traces, covering time periods when the monitored sources
provide recorded information to permit the verification of fulfilment of obligations in a timely manner.

6.2.1

Extraction Model for the A-PPL Language

The A-PPL language, with a XML structure, allows the translation of obligations and rules to machinereadable policies, and the transport of specific information such as the values of the policy’s attributes
across mechanisms and tools. We assumed the access to the applicable policies via the policy IDs
registered in the records. A-PPL provides necessary elements in its syntax to, based on a lightweight
grammar of two predicates, predefined time check functions, and a first-order logic reasoning, perform
automated compliance verifications.
The A-PPL structure is represented in Figure 13. It consists of 2 major blocks, XACML rules and
respective target, and data handling section, defining authorizations and obligations. The values of the
attributes will provide the constants to the substitution of variables, while the XML structure is
decomposed to form the knowledge-base structure according to a scheme defined by the syntax and
semantics exposed.

!

Figure 13. A-PPL Language Structure

We state some general rules, to transfer the information expressed in A-PPL format to a Prolog
knowledge base, proceeding section by section on the A-PPL structure.
XAMCL.Target
The target is composed of the tuple ({subjects}, {resources}, {actions}), where each of those sets is
characterized by the following structure (for a clear reading we omit in the XML samples most of the
closing tags):
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<ElementsSet>
<Element>
<ElementMatch>
<AttributeValue>
<AttributeDesignator>
</Element>
…

MatchId=function:string-equal
"StringValue"
AttributeId="element:value"

The MatchId is generally declared as an equality of strings, defining the relation between
AttributeDesignator and AttributeValues. The construction we are interested in, is a fact in the form of a
predicate: statement(Var/cst).
An automated process for the knowledge-base extraction, can be done by parsing the XML structure
and build the predicate with AttributeID as the statement and AttributeValue as the constant argument:
element_value(string_value).
As an example (from WP-C4 D34.2, Appendix), the AttributeValue is “Kim” for the two AttributeId,
“subject:subject-id” and “resource:resource-owner”, upon applying the simple extraction rule above will
result in the following facts in the Prolog syntax:

subject_id(kim).
resource_owner(kim).
target_actions(_).

The above sample states that a data subject with the identifier “Kim” is the subject ID, is the resource
owner, and the target actions (of the policy) are in this case any.
XAMCL.Rules
A similar procedure applies for the rules:
<xacml:Rule Effect="Permit"
<Target>
<Subject>
<AnySubject>
<Resources> <AnyResource>
<Actions>
<Action>
<ActionMatch
<AttributeValue>
<AttributeDesignator>
<Action>
<ActionMatch
<AttributeValue>
<AttributeDesignator>
…

MatchId="string-equal"
"action1"
AttributeId="action-id"
MatchId="string-equal"
"action2"
AttributeId="action-id"

The rule effect, “Permit” in this case, affects the enumerated actions, executed by listed Subjects on
listed resources:
effect_value(subject_id, [Resources],[Actions]).
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The above case can be stated as follow:
permit(_, _,[action1,action2]).

Other rules’ effects are obviously translatable, using the given value for naming the predicate. Since the
knowledge base is based on a formal logical language, logical operations upon rules can directly be
translated as logical operations, e.g., Effect=”Deny”, can either be expressed explicitly by a predicate
deny of a certain arity, or the negation of equivalent predicate, !permit, with the same arity.
As further examples of possible rules, in Prolog syntax:
permit(kim,_,[sent,read,write]).
permit(_,_,[delete],older>2Y).
permit(Actor, Actions):is_relative(Actor), Actor\=sandra, Actions=[read,write].

Meaning, successively:
- Kim can upload, read and write any resources;
- any actor might delete resources older than 2 years (the higher arity of permit/4 accommodates the
temporal condition);
- all relatives, except Sandra, can read and write.
Data Handling Policy.Obligations
Obligations in A-PPL consist of pairs of triggers and actions expected (if a trigger occur). Their
expressions have the following format:
<ObligationsSet>
<Obligation>
<TriggersSet>
<OnPersonalDataDeleted> <Duration> 5M
<OnPersonalDataSent> <Duration> 5M
…
<ActionLog>
<Timestamp>
<EnvironmentAttributeSelector> AttributeId="current-time"
<Action> <AttributeValue>
"action:value"
<Purpose> <AttributeValue>
"purpose:value”
<Subject> <AttributeValue>
“subject:value”
<Resource>
<ResourceAttributeDesignator> AttributeId="resource:resource-id"
…
For each trigger defined an action (of the type ActionLog in the above sample) must be performed.
Generally the expression of an obligation in Prolog syntax can be:
must(trigger_name, action_name, duration_delay, [Tags], resource_id)
Applied to the obligation set sample,
must(onPersonalDataDeleted,log,5M,[action,purpose,subject],resource_id) .
must(onPersonalDataSent,log,5M,[action,purpose,subject],resource_id).
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Or with the same precise meaning but more succinctly, using the built-in Prolog predicate memberchk/2
(that tests membership of an element in a list), declaring a list of triggers associated to a given expected
action, log in this example:

must(Trigger, log, Delay, Tags, Resource):memberchk(Trigger,[onPersonalDataDeleted,onPersonalDataSent]),
Delay=5M,
Tags=[action,purpose,subject],
Resource=resource_id).

Each A-PPL policy can with a minimal set of translation rules be explicitly and without ambiguity
expressed as a Prolog knowledge base. Evaluation upon this knowledge base is made by unification of
terms, more precisely the terms expressed in evidence records representing observed actions, with the
expected actions described in the knowledge base, as demonstration of satisfiability. If the terms
describing the observation and the policy unify, then the rule or the obligation is satisfied. Otherwise, a
query based on a given record that does not results in unification, implies that the record represents a
non-compliant event, and the result is expressed as a policy violation notification, in the format defined
next.

6.2.2

Policy Violation Format

A policy violation will be reported as an extended version of the record format, containing the elements
that acknowledged the violation and a reference to the faulty action’s record. The reference to the record
allows the identification of the record’s chain associated to that particular resource and respectively
access to its events’ past history.
Upon detection, the automated audit system will adopt actions according to definitions of the service,
taking care of the presentation aspects of the violation evidence (necessarily different depending on the
target and objective) and trigger alerts to notification or redress mechanisms. The structure of the policy
violation format, shown in Figure 14, implemented in XML.
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Compatible with Records:
PolicyViolation
ActionID

ActionID (Ref): records are planned to have a descriptor of the actions and operations (possibly
matching the action-ID of A-PPL)

ActorID

ActorID (Ref): All actions must be performed by authenticated actors or any component in the
service, so their ID must be available any time (assures attribution)

PolicyRef
RuleID
Origin

PolicyRef: policy identifier or reference to the policy that is under violation
RuleID: reference or actual rule that has been violated (assumption: a policy might consist of
several rules), some may be violated, some not. (e.g., Access rule)
Origin: origin of policy violation (possible origins: reported by single tools, by multiple agreeing
tools, by aggregation agent (CEP)); i.e., which agent/tool reported/detected the violation
DetectionTime: date and time of the detection (presumably the timestamp of last record)

DetectionTime

OccurrenceTime: date and time/timeframe of first observation of violation (back-trace in the
records’ chain; can be used to evaluate services’ response)

OccurrenceTime

RecordRef
SupportingElementsRef

RecordRef: reference (hash) to a record in evidence repository, the entry point in the record’s
chain where the violation is detected. Possibly several records may need to be collect from that
chain reconstructing the trail up to the occurrence time, at least, to build a complete evidence
(by tools like AAS or A-PPLE)
SupportingElements(Ref): reference to elements of evidence (in the record) incl. data and
metadata associated. Since this include sensitive data only the hashes, already calculated, are
used to refer them (and original documents may be assessed only in sever cases as litigations)

Figure 14. Policy Violation Format
This project is partly funded from the European Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement no: 317550 (A4CLOUD).

7

Towards the Wearable Service Use Case

Figure 15 describes a cloud service provision scenario with multiple involved service providers both on
the infrastructure and software as a service levels. Wearable Co. (data controller) is a manufacturer of
wearable devices that collect well-being data from its wearers (e.g., blood pressure and pulse rate).
Wearable is not considered to have its own ICT infrastructure to provide additional services to its
customers (data subjects). Therefore, they use the SaaS provider CardionMon (data processor) to
provide additional services to its customers. CardioMon integrates Map-on-Web’s (data processor)
services into their own. Both CardioMon and Map-on-Web use the IaaS provider DataSpacer to run their
services. They form a complex service provision chain, where the data subject’s PII is processed.

Figure 15. Wearable Service Use Case
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Evidence about the different provider’s data handling practices and compliance with obligations is
therefore collected at all providers. This is done the basis of the contractual relations between the
parties. Wearable Co. (or a third-party acting on behalf) audits CardioMon for compliance. CardioMon
audits both Map-on-Web and DataSpacer, whereas Map-on-Web only audits DataSpace. Internal selfaudits at the providers are also enabled by AAS.
The different actors’ relations within the Weareable Service use case is represented in the Figure 16,
below. The different cloud providers, CardioMon, Map-on-Web, and DataSpacer perform specific data
protection related tasks to serve the application layer functions of the wearable customers: the provision
of personal data, through their devices or the Web interface of the Wearable service. Simultaneously,
these providers exploit the deployed mechanisms to collect evidence, according the applicable
accountability policies.

Verify Data
Processing
Practices

Wearable Co

Enforce Accountability
Policies

Find Cloud Provider
Perform Risk Assessment
Data
Define and Enforce
Protection
Acc. Policies
Verify Data
Verify Data
Authority Processing Practices
Verify Data
Processing Practices Processing Practices

Wearable
Devices
Enforce Policies
Deploy Acc. Measures

Consensus

Wearable
Customer

CardioMon

Verify Data
Processing Practices

Give Consensus

Map-on-Web

Enforce Policies

Deploy Acc. Measures

Enforce Policies
Deploy Acc. Measures

Find Cloud Provider
Perform Risk Assessment
Define and Enforce
Acc. Policies
Verify Data
Processing Practices

DataSpacer
Cloud Service Supply Chain

Figure 16. The Detective Phase for the Wearable Use Case

The process of evidence collection starts by identifying and locating the relevant logs from the cloud
environment. These logs, the respective origins (generating agent and associated organization), and
timestamps are mapped against the policies, for the monitored events in records of evidence.
The cloud providers may verify their practices at runtime, and possibly detect anomalies, potential policy
violations, and data breaches by accessing the relevant evidence records. These verification processes
permits to build the demonstrative support for any necessary account for attribute failures. Verification
of evidence made with collaborating cloud providers or customers, may be performed by the analysis of
sets of evidence records associated to a policy or an occurrence, consisting of the trace of events. In
case on necessity, and upon agreement, the lower level, machine-generated logs may be provided to
demonstrate the occurrence of an action or provide technical details of any related aspects.
Each cloud provider is responsible for detecting incidents and unexpected behaviour occurring in their
regime of responsibility, or receiving requests and complaints about potential violation of the
agreements. We refer to deliverable D47.1 (Tountopoulos 2015) for a detailed description of the
incidents considered in this use case.
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The AAS will demonstrate a subset of verification and incident detection mechanisms. Specifically,
compliance with data retention policies, obligations to notify, and appropriateness of data access will be
shown on the data handling side. Additionally, security and availability incident detection will be
implemented. For more details on evidence sources, collection and verification mechanisms refer to
deliverable D38.3 (Reich and Rübsamen 2015).

8

Conclusions

This deliverable presented the work WP-C8 Task 8.5, which consisted in the finalization of the
conceptualization of a framework of evidence for cloud services, in synchronization with its automated
service, and focused in the verification of evidence for compliance and assurance. The automation
service of the framework of evidence (implemented via AAS integrated with the A4Cloud toolkit) is
described in the deliverable D38.3 .
We proposed a definition for accountability evidence, in order to formalize the evidence and its
associated processes within accountability of cloud services, and define the types of artefacts being
coordinated or generated by the framework. We contextualized general concepts of digital evidence to
the case of cloud accountability, and elicited general requirements and expected attributes of evidence
for accountability.
We defined a framework of evidence, based on the assumption of a flexible, distributed monitoring
mechanism, due to the multi-layer nature of the cloud service delivery models. We proposed an
intermediary artefact, the evidence record, acting as a digital bag for the identified elements of evidence.
Evidence records permit the access of information about the events on the services’ operation, with a
format designed for automated verification and account support, with minimization of data collected and
subsequent disclosure. The framework also considers computational methods as provision of evidence,
and considers the important case of cryptographic proofs, and a proof of retrievability of data is
presented.
We introduced a formal method for verification of evidence, that takes as direct input collected evidence
records, consisting the trace of events, and permits a logical checking for compliance, which we
exemplify with an automated reasoner using the A-PPL language syntax developed in the A4Cloud
project.
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10 Appendices
10.1 Appendix 1. Cloud actors
In WP B-3 internal report MSB-3.1 (Bernsmed et al. 2014) definitions for the different cloud actors were
analysed in terms of cloud computing roles; a summary is presented as follows:

-

Cloud customer6 is a person or organization that maintains a business relationship with, and
uses service from, cloud providers.
Cloud provider is a person, organization or entity responsible for making a service available to
service consumers.
Cloud auditor is a party that can conduct independent assessment of cloud services,
information system operations, performance and security of the cloud implementation.
Cloud carrier is an intermediary that provides connectivity and transport of cloud services
from cloud providers to cloud customers.
Cloud broker is an entity that manages the use, performance and delivery of cloud services,
and negotiates relationships between cloud providers and cloud customers.

It is pointed also that an actor can have assigned more than one of the listed roles. However, only one
role is attributed to an actor for each identified interaction among the actors.
An analysis of the cloud actors in relation to data processing and data protection roles lead to the
definition of the following designations, that we will use extensively through this document:

-

-

-

Data Controller (DC), is a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which
alone or jointly with others determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal
data.
Data Processor (DP), is a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other body,
which processes personal data on behalf of the controller.
Data subject (DS), is an identiﬁed or identiﬁable natural person (i.e. living individual). An
identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference
to an identiﬁcation number or to one or more factors speciﬁc to his physical, physiological,
mental, economic, cultural or social identity.
Data Protection Authority (DPA), is an independent body which is in charge of: monitoring
the processing of personal data within its jurisdiction (country, region or international
organization); providing advice to the competent bodies with regard to legislative and
administrative measures relating to the processing of personal data; hearing complaints
lodged by citizens with regard to the protection of their data protection rights.

Identically, an actor can be assigned more than one data protection role, though not in relation to a
particular set of personal data. For example, an actor can be a controller with respect to one set of
personal data and at the same time be a processor with respect to another set of personal data, which
it processes on behalf of another controller.

6 Another commonly used term with the same interpretation is "cloud consumer".
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10.2 Appendix 3. Obligations
The following list of obligations was collected from the same report, from WP B-3. We point to that
report for a full list of those obligations that provides extended details, including legal perspectives.

List of obligations from the regulatory perspective (Data Protection Directive), to which Cloud actors must
adhere:


Obligation 1: informing about processing. Data subjects have the right to know that their personal data
is being processed.



Obligation 2: informing about purpose. Data subjects also have the right to know why their personal
data is being processed.



Obligation 3: informing about recipients. Data subjects have the right to know who will process their
personal data.



Obligation 4: informing about rights. Data subjects have the right to know their rights in relation to the
processing of their personal data.



Obligation 5: data collection purposes. Personal data must be collected for specific, explicit and
legitimate purposes and not further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes.



Obligation 6: the right to access, correct and delete personal data. Data subjects have the right to
access, correct and delete personal data that have been collected about them.



Obligation 7: data storage period. Personal data must be kept in a form that permits identification of
data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purpose for which they were collected.



Obligation 8: security and privacy measures. Controllers are responsible to the data subjects for the
implementation of appropriate technical and organizational security measures.



Obligation 9: rules for data processing by provider. Controllers are accountable to data subjects for
how sub-providers process their personal data.



Obligation 10: rules for data processing by sub-providers. The controller must also ensure that all subproviders involved in the service delivery chain do not process the personal data, except on the
controller's instructions (unless they are required to do so by law).



Obligation 11: provider safeguards. Controllers are accountable to data subjects for choosing data
processors that can provide sufficient safeguards concerning technical security and organizational
measures.



Obligation 12: sub-provider safeguards. The previous obligation comprises all processors in a service
delivery chain.



Obligation 13: informed consent to processing. Controllers are accountable to the data subjects for
obtaining informed consent before collecting personal data.



Obligation 14: explicit consent to processing. Controllers are accountable to the data subjects for
obtaining explicit consent before collecting sensitive personal data.



Obligation 15: explicit consent to processing by joint controllers. Controllers are accountable to the
data subjects for obtaining explicit consent before allowing joint data controllers to process their
sensitive personal data.



Obligation 16: informing DPAs. Controllers are accountable to the data protection authorities to inform
that they collect personal data.
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Obligation 17: informing about the use of sub-processors. Processors are accountable to the
controllers for informing about the use of sub-providers to process personal data.



Obligation 18: security breach notification. Controllers are accountable to data subjects for notifying
them of security incidents that are related to their personal data.



Obligation 19: evidence of data processing. Processors are accountable to the controllers for, upon
request, providing evidence on their data processing practices.



Obligation 20: evidence of data deletion. Processors are accountable to the controllers for, upon
request, providing evidence on the correct and timely deletion of personal data.



Obligation 21: data location. Data controllers are accountable to the data subjects for the location of
the processing of their personal data.

10.3 Appendix 4. Types of Evidence
We list some examples of these types of evidence and relate them to obligations defined by WP B-3
whenever possible. Lists of referenced obligations and related actors can be found in above
subsections.
Types

Data
processing
practices

Data collection
practices

Sub-types

Sources

Obligations

Actors

On data privacy

Logs, certificate, A-PPLE logs

DP

On policy compliance

Logs, policies

DP, DC

On data segregation

Logs (Storage Management
System), contract, SLA

<Not defined yet>

DP

On consent

Logs, metadata, policies

O1, O2

DP

On data location

Logs (Storage Management
System), geo-location, metadata

O7

DP

On data replication

Metadata, logs (Storage
Management System)

<Not defined yet>

DP

On accessing of data

Logs, metadata, policies

O15, O10

DP

On safeguarding data

Logs, metadata, cryptographic
proofs, certificates

<Not defined yet>

DP

On storage practices

Logs, metadata, geo-location

O5

DP

On data deletion

Logs (Information Lifecycle
Management), policies

O4

DP

On policy compliance

Logs, policies

O13

DP, DC

On collection practices

Logs, policies, metadata

O13

DP

On privacy / security

Logs, crypto proofs, certificates

O13

DP

On data privacy

Logs, metadata

O6, O16

DC

On policy violations

Audit report, logs, policies

O6, O16

DC

Notification
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Remediation

Accountability
practices

On security breaches

Audit report, crypto proofs

O6, O16

DC

On service / policy
modifications

Logs, policies, contract, document,
SLA, emails

<Not defined yet>

DC

On policy violations

Audit report, logs, policies

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

On security breaches

Crypto. proofs, logs, audit report

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

On privacy of data

Logs, audit report

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

Policies for inquiries
and complaints

FAQ, compline, procedures

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

Maintain privacy
policy

Privacy policies

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

Education and
awareness

Document (about corporate
education/training practices)

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

Data privacy breach
and security risk

Document about organizational
structure, privacy policies

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

Third party risk

Contracts, agreements, policy, risk
assessments, SLA

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

Job description, code of conduct,
report, ethics guidelines, risk
assessments / reports

<Not defined yet>

DP, DC

Logs, documentation

<Not defined yet>

DP

Maintain governance
structure
Maintain installation /
operation process

Table 4. Types of Evidence
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10.4 Annex A (if Public Deliverable) supply Annex A
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